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Intro 

We love bakers. They're skilled craftspeople 
and creatives. They're an integral part of our 
communities and our nation. And they're part 
of a long line, representing one of the oldest 
professions. 

Whilst humble, bakers are rightly proud of their 
art, of the profession they represent and of the 
difference they make. Their legacy is the joy of a 
celebration cake. The satisfaction of hearty food. 
The pleasure of indulgence. 

Founded in 1932, BFP is also a long-standing 
part of the bakery profession and we too are 
proud of that. 

We're here to help bakery flourish. 
You could say we're the yeast in the dough. 
We provide bakers with the materials and 
inspiration they need to practice their craft. 
We help them to create successful businesses 
and delight their customers. Ultimately, we play 
a part in creating those special moments that 
bakery brings. 
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The BFP difference 

Thousands of customers choose BFP. Why? They tell us it's because of range, service and value. 

Range 
BFP provides a one stop shop for all of your bakery ingredient needs. Our range features over 800 
ambient, chilled and frozen products. From core essentials to specialist ingredients, traditional 
favourites to the latest innovations, we supply all the leading brands. 

Service 
We couple this broad range with a great service. In a recent survey, 9 out of 10 customers would 
recommend us to a friend or college. 

Our BRC accredited depots with over 230,000 square feet of chilled, frozen and ambient storage 
space mean that we have the products you need, available when you need them. 

Our wholly owned fleet of vehicles coupled with the latest distribution technology gives you 
piece of mind that your order will be delivered on time and in full. In fact, BFP boasts an industry 
leading 98.7% on-time, in-full delivery performance. 

We know how busy you are and therefore offer a variety of ordering options to make the process 
as effortless as possible. Order on line 24/7 or call our friendly team 8am - 5pm five days a week 
(or if you prefer, they'll schedule a weekly call at a time convenient to you). 

Value 

All that and outstanding value too. Our range offers everyday value across all products and our 
clear and simple discount policy means the more you buy the more you benefit. 



BFP in numbers 

1,000+ 
customers 

800+ 
always in-stock products 

5 depots nationwide 
with 230,000sqft of stock storage space 

Multi-temperature fleet 
with 250 tonnes of daily delivery capacity 

12,000+ orders annually 

We're here to help

bakery flourish. 





SkuTitle Allergens

Shortenings



Ambient products 
Fats & oils 

Title 

Lards 

BFP I Pure lard shortening 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

FAT00103 12.5kg 

A baking fat which is solid at room temperature, helps to give baked goods a delicate, crumbly texture. This shortening is made from pure pork fat 
lard for greater richness and flavour than vegetable shortening alternatives. 

Oils 

Albex I Crystal I Rapeseed oil OIL00006 20L 

This 100% pure rapeseed oil has a light, delicate flavour and is non-greasy. The benefits of rapeseed oil don't stop there. It's lower in saturated fat 
and higher in omega 3, 6 and 9 than many other oils. Comes boxed for easy storage and with an easy close, fresh lock lid. 

CSM I Craigmillar frytol I Long life frying oil OIL00108 15L 

Frytol is a blend of non-hydrogenated vegetable oils (sunflower oil, palm oil and rapeseed oil) carefully selected and combined to give excellent 
frying performance and long life. Frytol is Halal certified. 

Palm oil OIL00075 12.5kg 

Palm Oil is an edible vegetable oil derived from the fruit of tropical palm trees. A popular ingredient in many processed foods such as cakes, 
chocolates, biscuits and also often used as a frying fat. It can be widely used in producing ice cream and confectionery. 

Greasing oils I Release agents 

AAK international I Star spray I Release agent OIL00112 10L 

This food safe general purpose release agent helps to reduce waste and improve the appearance of bakery and confectionary products by 
ensuring that they release cleanly from trays, tins and moulds. 

Boeson I Trennwax I Release agent spray GEM00041 6x500ml 

Quick and easy to use, this release agent comes in an aerosol spray can for fast application to bread and cake tins, baking sheets, hot plates, 
meringue baking sheets and waffle irons. 

British Bakels I Dividol I Divider oil OIL00068 10L 

Dovidol prevents dough pick-up and ensures a clean release from all surfaces with which dough comes into contact. Dovidol is a clear bright pale 
yellow oil, manufactured from highly refined pure vegetable oils. With anti-gumming/drying properties and eliminating the risk of tainting or 
unpleasant odours, Dovidol is the chosen release agent for bakers across the country. 

British Bakels I Sprink I General purpose 
Bakery release agent aerosol 

GEM00091 6x665ml 

This general purpose release agent comes in a handy aerosol for quick, easy and even application. Suitable for use on a wide variety of surfaces, it 
gives an effortless and clean release of baked goods and confectionary without tainting the flavour or colour of your creations. Made from Rapeseed 
oil, Sprink can be stored at room temperature and is suitable for vegetarians and vegans. 

British Bakels I Tinglide n° 2 OIL00062 10Kg 

Tinglide No 2 is a confectionery release agent, containing cereal. For use with high sugar content products and suited to a brush application. With a 
melting point of 32°C and its firmer consistency, it is particularly recommended for boiled sweet and rock manufacture. 

Zeelandia I Carlex spray GEM00305 6x600ml 

Carlex Spray is a food safe, vegetable oil release agent which helps to reduce waste and improve the appearance of bakery and confectionary 
products by ensuring that they release cleanly from trays, tins and moulds. Palm oil free and in a handy aerosol format. 

Zeelandia I Carlo releasing agent OIL00110 22.5kg 

The water in the emulsion evaporates during baking and supports the forming of nice golden brown crust. Due to the high viscosity Carlo. adheres 
very well to the vertical side of baking tins. This guarantees a perfect release and enables you to spray forms in advance. The high viscosity also 
guarantees excellent spraying properties without the formation of mist. 
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Milk, ice cream fats & stabilisers 

Title 

All Vegetable whey powder 

Sku 

DAI00118 

Pack size 

25kg 

Allergens 

••••••• 

As well as adding nutritional value to your baked goods through its high protein content, this vegetable whey powder has practical benefits too. 
It improves the handling and stability of batter or dough, it enhances browning and aids yeast fermentation in breads, it provides structure, 
texture and volume in gluten-free bakes, and it's a great replacement for egg white in egg-free products. 

Cremodan SE709 MIS00290 25kg 

CREMODANA® SE 709 VEG is a fully integrated blend of food-grade emulsifier and stabilisers that helps facilitate air incorporation, it may 
be added at any stage during mix preparation. Ideal for ice cream requiring improved extrusion properties or for economy recipes. 

Meadow Foods I Full cream sweetened condensed milk DAI00107 13kg 

A full cream sweetened condensed milk which has a smooth, creamy texture and sweet flavour. This product is free from all additives, produced 
with Fairtrade certification and comes in a 13kg bag in a box. 

Milkmaster I Milk-e-one I Milk powder DAI00251 25kg 

This Fat Filled Milk Powder has had the butterfat replaced with specially selected vegetable oils to give a longer lasting product with a similarly 
creamy taste. 

Skimmed milk powder DAI00022 25kg 

A free flowing, creamy white coloured skimmed milk powder, obtained by spray drying fresh pasteurised skimmed cow's milk. 
Contains approximately 1% fat. 

Westbury I Buttermilk powder DAI00112 25kg 

Made from 100% fresh buttermilk this spray dried buttermilk powder adds flavour and moisture to your cakes and biscuits whilst also acting as 
a leavening agent. 

Whole milk powder DAI00683 25kg 

Whole Milk Powder is an excellent Milk Powder made from pasteurized milk . 
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Ambient products 
Bread mixes & concentrates 

Title Sku 

Bread mixes 

British Bakels I Country Oven I Multiseed bread concentrate GEM00090 

Pack size Allergens 

16kg 

This multiseed bread concentrate from Bakels contains a mixture of three seeds (pumpkin, linseed and sunflower), wheat bran and oat flakes. 
Add at a 50% ratio to wheat flour, mix in yeast and water then bake for wholesome, darker style breads, rolls and buns with a coarse, 
open texture. Bakels multiseed bread concentrate is low in saturated fat and a good source of fibre, B vitamins, calcium and iron. 

CSM I Arkady multiseed gold I Seeded bread mix FLR00037 16kg 

This multi-seed bread concentrate contains three seed types (pumpkin, linseed and sunflower), wheat bran, oat flakes, malted barley, sourdough 
and a touch of sugar. The result is a bread with a complex, slightly sweet, malty flavour and golden colour. With a high seed content visible 
throughout after baking it also gives an artisan look. 

CSM I Arkady pearl ultimate I Soft roll improver GEM00112 12.5Kg 

Arkady Pearl Ultimate is a soft roll improver which has superior processing tolerance and results in bread rolls with outstanding volume and 
increased softness. Use Arkady Pearl Ultimate at 9.4% on flour weight. 

lreks I Smokey onion bread mix IRK00021 12.5kg 

The versatile bread mix is the basis for an exceptional taste, characterized by a special aroma. No matter whether savoury snacks, baguettes or 
burger buns, your customers will enjoy the smoke aroma in connection with the subtle sweetness of roasted onions which will give your baked 
goods that special character. 

lreks I Chia seed bread mix GEM00219 12.5kg 

This mix makes a chia seed bread with a hearty, wholesome texture, rustic look and nutty taste. To use, combine 5kg of IREKS Chia Seed Bread 
Mix with 5kg of wheat flour and then mix in 5.5kg of water and 200g of yeast over 2 minutes. Scrape down and mix for a further 6 minutes. 
Prove at 25 degrees for approximately 30 minutes then scale. Proof for another 70 minutes and then bake at 230 degrees for 30 - 35 minutes. 
If desired, top finished bread with semolina and sesame seeds. 

lreks I Ciabatta mix FLR00169 25kg 

IREKS CIABATTA mix is for baking typical Italian ciabatta, panini or grissini sticks. 

lreks I Corn bread mix GEM00217 12.5kg 

IREKS corn bread mix makes tasty maize baked goods every time. Use 50% corn bread mix with 50% wheat flour (plus yeast and water) for corn 
bread with a slight hint of spice and sunflower seeds. IREKS corn bread mix can also be used to make corn scones and corn crackers. 

lreks I Donker bread mix GEM00166 25kg 

IREKS Danker Bread mix makes a dark, aromatic, malty bread with a brown, coarse crumb. It is packed full of flavour and interesting textures from 
the three flours (wheat, barley, rye), malt extract, oats, seeds and wheat bran. 

lreks I Mediterranean bread mix IRK00022 12.5kg 

Simply bake beautiful and inviting croissants, pizza snails and other products with a delicate and spicy Mediterranean-style taste. By the addition 
of further ingredients, a savoury and diverse line of snacks quickly comes into being. Allow your creativity to run wild. 

lreks I Singluplus I Gluten free bread mix IRK0000B 12.5kg 

Made using naturally gluten free ingredients such as maize starch, rice flour and soya, this gluten free bread mix makes delicious soft bread with 
a rich brown crust. This is a complete mix so requires no additional ingredients other than oil, yeast and water. 

lreks I Spelt and honey bread mix GEM00214 25kg 

This bread mix is made from spelt, sunflower seeds, coarsely ground lupin seeds, sesame seeds and honey. It is a complete mix which only needs 
the addition of water and yeast to produce a spelt & honey bread with a rustic crust, moist crumb and nutty, slightly sweet aromatic taste. IREKS 
Spelt & Honey Bread Mix can also be used to make spelt rolls, scones, soda bread and cookies. Suitable for all dough processes and machine 
processing. 

Puratos I Soft'r Soft Roll PUR00135 12.5kg 
Powdered concentrate for soft roll doughs 

Soft'r Soft Roll is an enriched powder concentrate which when added to your other baking ingredients makes softer rolls with an enhanced texture. 
Use at 10% on total flour weight. Soft'r Soft Roll is RSPO certified. 
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Ambient products 
Bread mixes & concentrates 

Title 

Brioche mixes 

British Bakels I Brioche concentrate 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

GEM00368 12.5kg 

Brioche Paste 10% Concentrate contains vegetable oils, sugar and emulsifiers. Suitable for the production of top quality brioche products. 

lreks I Mella I Brioche bread mix GEM00417 12.5kg 

Mix for the production of brioche and confectionery baked goods. 

Bread paste & powder concentrates 

British Bakels I Artisans bread concentrate GEM00264 12.5kg 

Artisan Bread 7% Concentrate is a clean label improver to which flour, salt, water and yeast are added. Provides bakers with the opportunity 
to produce top quality, long process bread in less than three hours. Contains delicious blend of wheat-based sourdoughs. Just one hour bulk 
fermentation required. The finished bread delivers the firm, crunchy crust, delicious flavour, eating quality and aroma associated with sourdough 
breads. Source of protein. Source of folate - contributing to a reduction in tiredness and fatigue. 

British Bakels I Baktem Blue I Bun concentrate GEM00315 12.5kg 

Baktem Blue 20% Bun Concentrate is a complete concentrate in paste form. For the production of a range of speciality buns, to which bun spice 
can be added for Hot Cross Buns etc. Designed to suit all types of mixers on a no time dough process. Provides soft, short eating buns with good 
volume. Good fresh keeping qualities and are delicious to eat. Bakels have incorporated top quality ingredients into this concentrate, which is simple 
and convenient to use. 

British Bakels I Country Oven I Oat & Barley concentrate GEM00347 16kg 

Oat and Barley Concentrate is a versatile 50/50 concentrate. Incorporating the goodness of oat and barley flakes, malted wheat flakes and wheat fi
bre. For great tasting bread and rolls with an appetising and wholesome appearance and slight beery aroma. No additives and preservatives added, 
it enables bakers and sandwich manufacturers to minimise the number of ingredients declared on their labels, with no loss of volume, shelf life or 
eating quality. Source of fibre. Source of protein. Source of folate - reduction in tiredness and fatigue. Source of copper - supports nervious system. 
Contains Beta Glucan. 

CSM I Arkady Country Taste I Tiger bread paste GEM00159 10Kg 

Simply coat your breads and rolls with this ready-to-use odourless paste for an eye-catching 'tiger' decoration and crunchy crust. 

CSM I Arkady Pearl Ultimate I Soft roll improver GEM00112 12.5Kg 

Arkady Pearl Ultimate is a soft roll improver which has superior processing tolerance and results in bread rolls with outstanding volume and 
increased softness. Use Arkady Pearl Ultimate at 9.4% on flour weight. 

CSM I Arkady Softex OLQ I Soft roll improver paste GEM00109 12.5Kg 

Arkady Softex OLQ is a vegetable fat based improver paste which helps you to create beautifully soft, perfectly textured and fresher keeping bread 
rolls and pastries with ease and consistency. Simply add Softex OLQ at 10% dosage to flour for perfect results every time. 

CSM I Supersoft 2000M I Soft roll improver paste GEM00113 12kg 

Supersoft 2000M is a vegetable fat based improver paste which helps you to create beautifully soft, perfectly textured and fresher keeping bread 
rolls and buns with ease and consistency. Simply add Supersoft 2000M at 6% dosage to flour for perfect results every time. 

lreks I Soft Roll 7I Soft roll improver GEM00179 25kg 

IREKS Soft Roll 7 is a powdered improver to improve the mouth/eel, shelf life and production of bread rolls. It helps to create problem free machine 
processing of your dough and results in a soft, moist crumb with a fine, regular texture that has very long fresh-keeping. Use Soft Roll 7 at 7% on 
flour weight. 

Macphie I Sofrol I Bun concentrate MAC00004 12.5Kg 

This paste concentrate is very easy to use and produces exceptionally soft rolls, baps and burger buns. Use at 12.5% of flour weight. 

Macphie I Softie I Bread paste concentrate GEM00034 12.5Kg 

Macphie Softie is a concentrated bread paste typically used at 10% of flour weight to produce a wide variety of lean and enriched fermented 
speciality breads. Macphie Softie can take inclusions and is suitable for use with white and wholemeal flour. Just add flour, yeast and water to make 
baps, soft rolls, hamburger buns, flat breads and pizza bases. 

Zeelandia I Exakt zest concentrate GEM00344 15kg 

This concentrate is perfect for a variety of uses, including hotcross buns, danish pastries and fruit breads. 
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Pastry mixes & crossings 

Title Sku Pack size Allergens 

Pastry mixes 

Chef William I Pasty mix GEM00249 10kg 

Chef William pasty mix is a powdered blend of dehydrated vegetables (potato, onion and carrot), spices and flavourings. Once rehydrated and 
combined with your chosen filling, it makes a satisfying, traditional, peppery pasty filling. To use, add 5 litres of boiling water to each 1kg of dry 
mix, stir well and allow to cool for two hours. Once cool add 2kg of fresh minced beef (or a vegetable filling if preferred) then fill your pastry 
and bake. 

Macphie I Choutex I Choux pastry mix GEM00046 12.5Kg 

Just add water to this powdered mix for high quality eclairs, choux buns, profiteroles and other choux pastries every time. 

Zeelandia I Chouxpreme I Choux mix GEM00258 12.5Kg 

A versatile choux pastry mix for baking a range of quality choux buns, eclairs and profiteroles. 

Crossing pastes & mixes 

British Bakels I Crossing paste GEM00290 14x1kg 

Crossing Paste is the quick, ready to use and convenient way to produce the perfect cross for hot cross buns. Can be stored at ambient 
temperature and does not require chilling. However, it is recommended that individual sachets are used within 24 hours of opening. 
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Ambient products 
Glazes, dusting powder & dried yeast 

Title Sku Pack size Allergens 

Glazes 

British Bakels I Instant superglaze apricot GEM00089 15kg 

Instant superglaze apricot is ready-to-use glaze, suitable for Danish pastries, fruit tarts and similar products. Top quality, short eating, neutral 
flavour, bright, transparent finish that enhances the finished product, particularly where fresh or tinned fruit are incorporated. Easy application by 
hand or using a glazing machine. Ready-to-use straight from the bag. 

Dawn Foods I Non sticky doughnut glaze DAW00108 14kg 

The Dawn non-sticky donut glaze is designed to prevent the migration of moisture from the donut to the glaze. Unwanted moisture can cause 
undesired dulling, flaking and stickiness of a product. Dawn non-sticky donut glaze remains highly stable and non-sticky for several days. 
The product is: freeze & thaw stable, extends the shelf life - keeps donuts fresh and soft, stable for minimum 5 days, free from fat and food 
colours, enables new packaging possibilities and reduces waste, suitable for vegans. 

Dawn Foods I Unishine Plus I Egg wash glaze alternative DAW00044 10kg 

Unishine Plus is a ready-to-use glaze which can be applied before or after baking to give a non-sticky, long lasting, golden shine to sweet and 
savoury bakery products. Use it instead of egg-wash for an odourless, consistent glossy finish. Unishine Plus is suitable for vegans and has no 
e-numbers, no preservatives and no palm oil. 

Macphie I GlenGlaze I Egg wash glaze alternative GEM00036 12x1L 

GlenGlaze is a ready-to-use liquid glaze that gives a golden finish and long-lasting shine to all types of bakery and savoury products. It is 
contact-wrappable so you can use it in the confidence that it won't stick to packaging. GlenGlaze can be applied to chilled or frozen goods and 
by brush, spray gun or automated spinning disc system. It can be applied post-bake but for the best results apply immediately prior to baking. 

Puratos I Miroir neutral glaze PUR00105 5kg 

For the glazing of mousses; cakes; bavarois and fruits to give a mirror effect. Cold application with excellent freeze/thaw stability. Easy-to-use, 
versatile and suitable for vegan and vegetarian diets. 

Puratos I Sunset eggless glaze PUR00031 12x1kg 

UHT egg-wash substitute for glazing delivering outstanding shine and colour. Perfect for sweet and savoury products. Avoids all problems you 
may have using fresh eggs. Suitable for vegan and vegetarian diets. 

Dusting powder 

Macphie I Sweet Snow I Moisture resistant dusting powder SUG00469 12.5kg 

Macphie Sweet Snow is a fine, free-flowing dusting powder made from dextrose sugar which gives a bright, 'snowy' finish and resists moisture. 
Use in place of icing sugar for longer lasting, non-clumping decoration of cakes especially those that are chilled, wrapped or stored in high 
humidity conditions. 

Dried yeast 

Fermi pan I Instant active dried yeast 

Fermipan I Red yeast 

MIS00419 

MIS00418 

20x500g 

12.5kg 

•••••••• 

•••••••• 

The choice of professional bakers, Fermi pan Instant Dried Yeast is a reliable instant dry yeast with high fermentation power . 
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Ambient products 
Cake mixes 

Title 

Plain sponge cake mixes 

British Bakels I Multi Mix I Multi-purpose cake mix 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

GEM00093 12.5kg 

With the addition of just, egg, water and oil this powdered cake mix creates moist, evenly textured cakes with excellent volume and fresh-keeping 
every time. It's highly versatile, taking flavourings and inclusions well so that you can create a wide variety of cakes using just one mix. 

CSM I Craigmillar I Complete sponge cake mix GEM00074 12.5kg 

Craigmillar Complete Sponge Cake Mix makes fat free, light and tender plain sponge cakes. The mix is self-levelling, holds colour well and 
is freeze/thaw stable. With its 'no crack' formulation this mix is perfect for Swiss rolls as well as regular sponge cakes.All that and easy to use 
too - just add water. 

CSM I Craigmillar I Plain extra moist cake mix GEM00245 12.5kg 

It produces an extra moist, tender cake with a gentle vanilla taste. Perfect for loaf cakes and muffins. 

Dawn Foods I Super Sponge I Plain sponge cake mix GEM00062 12.5kg 

This sponge cake mix requires only the addition of water to produce delicious, light, soft sponge cake. The mix has been specially formulated for 
pliability and resists cracking making it perfect for Swiss rolls and roulades as well as regular sponge cakes and cupcakes. 

lreks I Vegan cake mix GEM00433 12.5kg 

This vegan cake mix is made without the addition of egg or dairy products and produces a moist cake with a light crumb texture. Perfect for vegan 
cakes, vegan cupcakes and vegan muffins. 

Macphie I Sponge cake mix GEMOOOSO 10kg 

This complete sponge cake mix requires only the addition of water to create a wonderfully light and moist sponge. 

Puratos I Satin vegan plain cake complete PUR00155 12.5kg 

Suitable for vegan and vegetarian diets, this mix makes all styles of cake including muffin, loaf and pancakes. A very tolerant and robust mix which 
produces consistently superior results and provides great quality and value for money. 

Creme cake mixes 

British Bakels I Plain creme cake mix 

British Bakels I Caramel creme cake mix 

British Bakels I Chocolate creme cake mix 

British Bakels I Lemon creme cake mix 

British Bakels I Speculoos creme cake mix 

GEM00695 

GEM00698 

GEM00696 

GEM00697 

GEM00699 

Simply add water, veg oil and egg to produce moist and tender cake or muffins. 

CSM I Craigmillar I Chocolate cake mix GEM00103 

12.5kg ••• 

12.5kg ••• 

12.5kg ••• 

12.5kg ••• 

12.5kg ••• 

12.5kg • ••

A complete mix for the production of moist, indulgent chocolate cake. Perfect with fudgy chocolate frosting to satisfy any chocoholic. 

CSM I Plain creme cake mix GEM00297 12.5kg 

A moist, melt-in-the-mouth base from which to produce a wide variety of authentic American muffins and cakes. Its excellent crumb structure 
makes this mix ideal for holding fruit, nuts and other additions. A Requires addition of egg, oil and water. 

Dawn Foods I Chocolate creme cake mix GEM00057 12.5kg 

With its moist, chocolatey finish, this creme cake mix is great as a base for any style of chocolate cake. Perfect for making chocolate flavoured sheet 
cakes, loaf cakes and even muffins. You can count on consistent results every time and because the mix suspends inclusions and combines with 
other ingredients well, the potential is endless. 

Dawn Foods I Plain creme cake mix GEM00020 12.5kg 

This creme cake mix creates a soft, moist, tender crumb perfect for creating muffins, loaf cakes, tray bakes and puddings. Ready to use - just add 
egg, water, oil and any desired inclusions then bake. 

Dawn I Toffee creme cake mix GEM00025 12.5kg 

Toffee Creme Cake Mix is suitable for loaf cakes, sheet cakes, tin cakes, steamed puddings, muffins and more. Just add water, oil and egg to this 
wonderfully versatile product. 
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Ambient products 
Cake mixes 

Title 

Creme cake mixes 

Puratos I Satin Creme I Chocolate cake mix 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

PUR00020 12.5kg 

This complete chocolate cake mix makes a soft, moist, tender cake with a rich cocoa flavour. Ready to use - just add egg, water, oil and any desired 
inclusions then bake. Contains only natural flavourings and non-AZO colourings. Free from hydrogenated fats. 

Puratos I Satin Creme I Lemon cake mix PUR00062 12.5kg 

This complete lemon cake mix makes a soft, moist, tender cake with a bright lemon flavour. Perfect for making lemon drizzle or any other zesty 
cake. Ready to use - just add egg, water, oil and any desired inclusions then bake. Contains only natural flavourings and non-AZO colourings. 

Puratos I Satin Creme I Plain cake mix PUR00019 12.5kg 

This complete creme cake mix creates a soft, moist, tender cake with a light vanilla flavour. Ready to use - just add egg, water, oil and any desired 
inclusions then bake. 

Puratos I Satin Creme I Toffee cake mix PUR00061 12.5kg 

This mix with a generous dose of real toffee pieces makes light, sticky cakes and muffins with a sweet caramel flavour. A complete, easy to use mix 
which only requires the addition of egg, oil and water. 

Puratos I Satin Creme I Coffee cake mix PUR00001 12.5kg 

Quality mix for the production of all styles of coffee flavoured cakes. Versatile, tolerant and robust mix providing consistent superior results and 
great shelf life. Contains only natural flavours. 

Maderia cake mixes 

CSM I Craigmillar I Madeira cake mix GEM00075 12.5kg 

This produces a cake which is firm yet moist in texture. It can be coloured and flavoured, holds inclusions very well and baked cakes slice without 
crumbling. Use it to make a wide variety of cakes from Madeira and Genoese sheets to celebration cakes, loaf cakes and cupcakes. 

Dawn I Madeira base GEM00145 12.5kg 

Madeira Cake Base is suitable for loaf cakes, sheet cakes, tin cakes, steamed puddings, muffins and more. Just add water and oil to this 
wonderfully versatile product. 

Macphie I Madeira cake mix GEM00048 12.5kg 

Macphie Madeira Cake Mix produces a classic Madeira cake with its signature firm yet light texture. Easy to use, the mix requires only the addition 
of water and cake margarine to produce cakes, muffins and other baked goods. 

Maderia cake mixes 

CSM I Rich Celebration cake mix GEM00262 12.5kg 

A traditional fruit cake for producing quality rich fruit cakes for Christmas, wedding and all celebrations. With a rich, slightly dark appearance and 
very moist texture it holds the addition of high fruit levels. Its excellent crumb stability makes this mix also perfect for sliced sheet lines. 

Genoese cake mixes 

Dawn Foods I Baker's Select DAW00034 12.5kg 
Devil's dark chocolate genoese cake mix 

This dark chocolate Genoese cake mix from Dawn Foods makes a moist, light cake with a rich chocolate taste and colour from the high cocoa 
content. The mix is specially formulated to reduce waste. An even rise means less trimming and excellent moisture retention means the cake can 
be sold for 5 - 7 days after baking without any loss of texture. 

Dawn Foods I Baker's Select I Golden genoese cake mix GEM00022 12.5kg 

This golden Genoese cake mix from Dawn Foods makes a deliciously light and buttery cake which takes colour well. Perfect for Battenberg cake, 
celebration cakes and fairy cakes. The mix is specially formulated to reduce waste. An even rise means less trimming and excellent moisture 
retention means the cake can be sold for 5 - 7 days after baking without any loss of texture. 
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Title Sku Pack size Allergens 

Farmhouse mixes 

CSM I Craigmillar I Farmhouse complete cake mix GEM00079 10kg 

This cake mix produces cakes with a rustic homemade look, lightly spiced flavour and wholesome mouth/eel. It is specially formulated to produce 
a dense bake which holds a high volume of inclusions well without sinking. Ready to bake after adding water. 

Country cake mixes 

Macphie I Country cake mix GEM00052 12.5kg 

Macphie Country cake mix is a versatile cake mix which can cope with the most generous amount of inclusions. Absolutely perfect for making 
traditional fruit cakes. 

Chocolate cake mixes 

CSM I Craigmillar I Chocolate cake mix GEM00103 12.5kg 

A complete mix for the production of moist, indulgent chocolate cake. Perfect with fudgy chocolate frosting to satisfy any chocoholic. 

CSM I Craigmillar I Extra moist chocolate cake mix GEM00118 12.5kg 

This mix from Craigmillar produces an extra moist, tender cake with a rich chocolately taste. Perfect for chocolate cakes and chocolate muffins. 

Dawn Foods I Super Sponge I Chocolate sponge cake mix GEM00084 12.5kg 

This cake mix requires only the addition of water to produce light, soft sponge cake with a subtle chocolate flavour. It has been specially formulated 
for pliability and resists cracking making it perfect for Swiss rolls and roulades as well as regular chocolate sponge cakes and chocolate cupcakes. 

lreks I Vegan Chocolate cake mix IRK00011 12.5kg 

This vegan chocolate cake mix creates beautifully moist cakes, muffins and tray bakes with excellent fresh-keeping. 

Macphie I American chocolate creme cake mix MAC00010 12.5kg 

Simply add egg, oil and water to this complete powdered mix to make rich dark chocolate creme cakes, muffins, loaf cakes and tray bakes with a 
soft, moist, clean cutting crumb. 

Cheesecake bases & mixes 

Biscuit crumb 

Biscuit crumb (5mm) MIS00167 25kg 

Crumb sized pieces (approximately 5mm) of golden brown crunchy biscuit made with wheat flour, wholemeal flour and barley extract. 

British Bakels I Speculoos crumb BAK00031 9kg 

Ready-to-use crumbles (2-6mm pieces) with the familar shortcrust biscuit taste. 

Cheesecake mixes 

British Bakels I Cheesecake mix GEM00659 12.5kg 

Cheesecake Mix produces premium quality, chilled American style cheesecakes with a delicious flavour. Simple and quick to prepare - add cold 
water and chill. Suitable for combining with fruit compotes. 
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Ambient products 
Cake mixes 

Title 

Carrot cake mixes 

Dawn Foods I Baker's Select I American carrot cake mix 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

GEM00031 12.5kg 

This complete carrot cake mix produces a deliciously moist, spiced carrot cake in the traditional American style. The mix comes with carrot pieces 
included and just requires water to be added to make. 

Dawn Foods I Baker's Select I Carrot cake base mix GEM00191 12.5kg 

This complete carrot cake base mix produces a deliciously moist, warmingly spiced carrot cake. Just add water, oil and any inclusions desired 
for the perfect carrot cake every time. 

Puratos I Satin Creme I Carrot cake mix PUR00013 12.5kg 

Made with real carrot and spiced with cinnamon and cassia, this mix makes sweet, warming and perfectly textured carrot cakes and muffins every 
time. It is specially formulated to hold inclusions evenly and contains only natural flavourings, non-AZO colourings and non-hydrogenated fats. 

Lemon cake mixes 

Dawn I Lemon cake mix GEM00175 12.5kg 

Lemon Cake Mix is easy to use and versatile. It is suitable for a range of tin cakes, puddings and muffins. Just add water for delicious results. 

Macphie I Sensations I Lemon cake mix GEM00100 12.5kg 

A complete powdered cake mix containing lemon fruit pieces in a deliciously lemon flavoured base. Just add vegetable oil and water to create 
muffins, traybakes, round and loaf cakes with a deliciously moist crumb and pockets of real fruit juiciness. 

Red velvet cake mixes 

Dawn Foods I Red velvet cake mix DAW00079 4x3.5kg 

This red velvet cake mix produces a incredibly moist, soft cake with a deep red colour and chocolate taste. Better still, Dawn Food's red velvet cake 
mix is made using only natural colourings and is suitable for vegetarians. 

Macphie I Red Velvet cake mix GEM00128 12.5kg 

Macphie Red Velvet Cake Mix requires the addition of egg, oil and water to produce a range of indulgent cakes with striking red colour. This mix 
creates a red velvet cake with a light, moist crumb and a slight chocolate flavour. Perfect to create indulgent cupcakes, traybakes, muffins, round 
cakes, loaf cakes and whoopee pies. 

Ginger cake mixes 

Macphie I Sensations I Ginger cake mix GEM00129 12.5kg 

This ginger cake mix is a complete powdered cake mix containing candied stem ginger pieces in a subtly ginger flavoured base. Just add 
vegetable oil and water to create muffins, traybakes, round and loaf cakes with a deliciously moist crumb and warm taste. 

Apple & cinnamon cake mixes 

Macphie I Sensation I Apple & cinnamon cake mix GEM00314 12.5kg 

A complete powder mix containing fruit pieces in a lightly spiced base, which requires only the addition of water and vegetable oil to produce 
delicious loaf cakes, round cakes, muffins, celebration cakes, puddings, cupcakes and tray bakes. 

Cherry Bakewell cake mix 

Macphie I Sensations I Cherry bakewell cake mix MIS00477 12.5kg 

A complete powdered cake mix containing real cherry pieces. Just add vegetable oil and water to create muffins, traybakes, round and loaf cakes 
with a deliciously moist crumb and sweet cherry taste. 

No-Bake cake mixes 

British Bakels I No bake chocolate slice GEM00312 12.5kg 

No Bake Chocolate Slice is a quick to prepare slice line, which requires no baking. A delicious blend of cocoa powder, coconut, sugar, biscuit 
pieces and crumb. Simply add to melted butter and water to product a variety of chocolate slice lines with a rich flavour and biscuit texture. 
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Brownie & muffin mixes 

Title Sku Pack size Allergens 

Fudge brownie mixes 

CSM I Craigmillar I Chocolate fudge brownie mix GEM00105 12.5kg 

This fudge brownie mix is made from an original American recipe with real chocolate. It takes inclusions such as chocolate chunks or nuts well and 
produces deliciously chewy brownies with a rich chocolate flavour that do not break or crumble when handled. Simple to use, just add water. 

Muffin mixes 

Dawn I Chocolate muffin base mix GEM00021 12.5kg 

Chocolate Muffin Mix is a versatile mix that suspends inclusions well and always domes. Whether you want to make traditional American-style 
muffins, loaf cakes, tray bakes, or round family cakes, chocolate muffin base mix performs no matter what. 

Dawn Foods I Baker's Select I Extra moist plain muffin mix GEM00019 12.5kg 

This mix is perfect for making soft, extra moist muffins that will hold all of your inclusions. 

Dawn Foods I Long Life chocolate muffin mix DAW00114 25kg 

If you need muffins with a longer shelf life, then our Long Life Muffin Bases are for you. You can reduce your labour costs and waste, while giving 
your customers a high quality muffin that stays fresh for longer. 

Dawn Foods I Plain Long Life muffin mix DAW00113 12.5kg 

If you need muffins with a longer shelf life, then our Long Life Muffin Bases are for you. You can reduce your labour costs and waste, while giving 
your customers a high quality muffin that stays fresh for longer. 

Dawn Foods I Plain muffin mix 

Just add water and oil to this plain muffin mix for deliciously moist muffins. 

Macphie I Mississippi toffee muffin & cake mix 

GEM00679 

GEM00135 

12.5kg 

25kg 

A complete mix which requires only the addition of water and vegetable oil to make indulgent cakes, muffins, loaf cakes, tray bakes and puddings. 
Perfect finished with Rainbow Frostings. 

Brownie mixes 

lreks I Chocolate brownie mix GEM00213 12.5kg 

It produces tender, moist brownies with an intense cocoa taste. It is a complete, easy to use mix. Add 700ml of vegetable oil, 1.051 of water and 
any inclusions you desire to 3.5kg of chocolate brownie mix. Blend for 2 - 3 minutes, bake for 20 - 25 minutes at 180 degrees and allow to cool 
before decorating. 
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Ambient products 
Cookie & scone mixes 

Title 

Cookie mixes 

Dawn Foods I Devil's chocolate cookie mix 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

GEM00024 12.5kg 

Based on an authentic American cookie recipe, this mix produces cookies with an attractive cracked surface, rich cocoa flavour and an initial crisp 
bite followed by a chewy centre. The mix is specially formulated to handle inclusions and flavourings so you can add your own signature 
if desired. 

Dawn Foods I Prairie Vanilla cookie mix GEM00023 12.5kg 

Based on an authentic American cookie recipe, this mix produces cookies with an attractive cracked surface, subtle natural vanilla flavour and an 
initial crisp bite followed by a chewy centre. The mix is specially formulated to handle inclusions and flavourings so you can add your own 
signature if desired. 

Macphie I Soft & chewy cookie mix GEM00255 12.5kg 

An economical alternative to frozen pucks, simply add water to produce soft, moist and chewy cookies that will hold up to 20% inclusions. 

Scone mixes & concentrates 

CSM I Craigmillar I Buttery scone mix GEM00114 12.5kg 

The Craigmillar Buttery Scone mix from CSM is a complete mix for soft textured scones with a rich buttery taste and indulgent mouthfeel. 
The result is premium scones with good tolerance to the spreading of jam or cream. 

CSM I Craigmillar I Scone mix GEM00104 12.5kg 

This complete scone mix requires only the addition of water to make scones with a soft, creamy texture and rustic look. 

Dawn Foods I Traditional scone mix GEM00174 12.5kg 

This complete traditional scone mix requires only the addition of water to make scones with a soft, creamy texture and rustic look. 

Lesaffre I lnventis I Premium scone mix GEM00672 12.5kg 

This complete scone mix produces a buttery, soft-eating scone which takes any added inclusions well. Better still, it's easy to use requiring only the 
addition of water. 

Macphie I Scone mix GEM00247 10kg 

A complete mix which requires only the addition of cold water to make quality, high volume scones with a light crumb that will take 
up to 20% inclusions. 
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Doughnut, bun & pancake mixes 

Title Sku Pack size Allergens 

Doughnut mixes & concentrates 

British Bakels I Yeast doughnut concentrate BAK00013 12.5kg 

Bakels Yeast Doughnut Concentrate is a powdered concentrate which produces tender doughnuts with a light texture and good volume. 
Bakels' special formulation also reduces fat absorption during frying for a lighter, less greasy end result. 

CSM I Craigmillar I Doughnut concentrate GEM00182 16kg 

A doughnut concentrate which requires the addition of bread flour, yeast and water to produce American style yeast raised soft doughnuts. 

CSM I Craigmillar satin creme doughnut 
and rich bun concentrate 

GEM00158 12.5kg 

Use this concentrate at 20% ratio to flour for soft, moist, perfectly textured doughnuts and rich buns every time. 

Dawn Foods I Heritage I Doughnut mix GEM00054 12.5kg 

This American style doughnut mix makes a classic doughnut with a super soft texture. Just add water, mix and fry. 

Dawn Foods I Vegan doughnut mix DAW00112 10kg 

This vegan mix prepared on he basis of a successful traditonal US beldn of delicious yeast raised donuts. With deliciously fluffy dough, these 
donuts will wow consumers and exceed their expectations of a vegan product. 

Zeelandia I Complete doughnut mix GEM00200 25kg 

This is a premium quality complete mix for the production of ball, finger or ring doughnuts. Easy to use (just add yeast and water) and with a low 
fat absorption, it produces succulent, soft and clean eating doughnuts every time. 

Bun concentrates 

Macphie I Bun concentrate GEM00239 12.5kg 

Add Macphie bun paste concentrate to flour, yeast and water to make a wide range of bun goods including Chelsea buns, Belgian buns, 
iced fingers and fruit teacakes. Typically used at 20% of flour weight, Macphie bun concentrate is suitable for both bulk fermentation and 
no-time doughs. 

Pancake mix 

Dawn I USA pancake mix GEM00193 4x3.5kg 

Delicious pancake mix for creating a tasty American Breakfast. 
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Ambient products 
lmprovers & relaxants 

Title 

Shelf life extenders & crumb softeners 

Cereform I Stafresh I Crumb Softening Paste 

Sku Pack size 

GEM00381 12.5kg 

Cereform Stafresh is a paste format crumb softener for use in bread and morning goods. Use at 1 - 4% on flour weight. 

lreks I Crumb Softener IRK00002 25kg 

Allergens 

Add this blend of wheat flour and enzymes at 1% to flour weight to give your breads a fine, regular and soft crumb texture with excellent 
fresh-keeping. 

Lesaffre I IBIS Silver I Kosher Emulsifier 
Free Dough Conditioner 

GEM00377 10kg 

Specially formulated for artisan and speciality breads, add IBIS Silver at 0.3 - 0.5% to flour weight to improve tolerance, enhance volume and 
produce a thinner, crisper, more richly coloured outer crust. 

Potassium Sorbate Granules CHE00014 25kg 

Keep your bread and baked goods fresh for longer by using these potassium sorbate (E202) granules as a preservative. 

Pastry/bread improvers & relaxants 

British Bakels I Bakels Relax FLR00121 25kg 

Bakels Relax is a concentrated dough relaxer based on synthetic L-Cysteine. Providing a solution where poor extensibility is an issue acting as 
a reducing agent on the gluten network. Bakels Relax allows for a softer dough, therefore means moulding can be carried out without pressure. 
Resulting in greater gas retention and a more open textured product. Scrap dough can be added back to fresh dough at a recommended level 
of approximately 2% of total dough weight to reduce wastage. 

British Bakels I Lecitem 5000 Plus 
Powdered Bread and Roll Improver 

MIS00450 12.5kg 

Soya free and incorporating the latest in enzyme technology, Lecitem 5000 Plus is used in the production of top quality bread, rolls and morning 
goods, including wholemeal. 

British Bakels I Quantum I Premium Bread Improver GEM00253 12.5kg 

Suitable for all bread types including wholemeal, Bakels Quantum is a premium bread improver used at 1% on flour weight to enhance dough 
development. The carefully balanced blend of emulsifiers, soya flour, oxidants and enzymes will get the best out of your flour, producing an 
easier to handle dough, increasing volume and creating a softer crumb. 
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Ambient products 
lmprovers & relaxants 

Title 

Pastry/bread improvers & relaxants 

Cereform I Energie GP I General purpose bread improver 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

GEM00232 12kg 

Energie GP is a general purpose bread improver used at 1-2% on flour weight to enhance dough development. A powdered bread improver, 
it improves the appearance of the bread, enhances volume and creates a fine crumb. Energie GP is also perfect for dough retarding adding 
stability and reducing crust 'spotting'. Energie GP is a versatile bread improver suitable for the whole spectrum of fermented bread products, 
based on both white and wholemeal flour. 

CSM I Arkady diamond ultimate 
powdered dough conditioner 

GEM00119 12.5kg 

Arkady Diamond Ultimate is a powdered dough conditioner which has superior processing tolerance and results in breads with outstanding 
volume and a more even, softer crumb structure. Arkady Diamond Ultimate also helps the bread to stay fresh for longer. Use at 1 - 2% on 
flour weight. 

lreks I Voltex I Multipurpose bread improver GEM00215 25kg 

Add 1-2% of Voltex multi purpose bread improver powder to your bread mix for a finer, softer crumb. For maximum flexibility, Voltex is specially 
formulated for use in all fermented bakery goods. 

Puratos I Rustic bread improver PUR00070 25kg 

Puratos Rustic Bread Improver has been especially designed for use with coarse flour to give a lighter textured, higher volume end bake. 
Highly versatile, it is a high tolerance bread improver suitable for all wholemeal breads, brown breads and hot cross buns. 

Puratos I S500 I All purpose bread improver PUR00128 12.5kg 

Launched in 1975, Puratos 5500 is a tried-and-tested bread improver loved by bakers as it gives good, consistent results. Using Puratos' unique 
'Antartics' enzyme technology, 5500 makes your dough more tolerant, more machinable and more consistent. But beyond just improving 
processing, it helps to create breads which are more regular in shape, have greater volume and keep their freshness better. 

Puratos I SSOOO improver PUR00147 12x1kg 

Premium concentrated all-purpose bakery improver.Provides high consistent quality and complete peace of mind throughout the baking process. 
Regular shape, outstanding volume and improved freshness of finished goods. 

Salt 

British Salt I Food grade PDV salt MIS00018 12.5kg 

This Pure Dried Vacuum (PDV) salt is a natural, high purity, food grade salt with free flowing grains. The PDV process removes trace elements and 
impurities to leave a pure white salt perfect for baking and other food production. 

Koyuncu IT urkish Lake Salt MIS00683 12.5kg 

This salt is a natural, high purity, food grade salt extracted from lake water. It has the same properties as sea salt as it is obtained through the same 
process. This Salt is perfect for baking and other food production. 
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Baking powders, stabilisers, mould inhibitors & emulsifiers 

Title 

BFP I Baking powder 

Artisan's Choice I Baking powder 

Sku 

CHE00005 

CHE00021 

Pack size 

25kg 

4kg 

Allergens 

•• 

••••• 

Specially formulated for BFP to meet the needs of professional bakers and cake makers. As with other baking powders, add to the mix and then 
activate with liquid to increase the volume and lighten the texture of your baked goods. 

CSM I Pell Premium I Baking powder CSM00007 4.5kg 

This premium baking powder will maximise product volume by optimising gas release during mixing, holding and baking stages. Pell also 
improves tolerance, extends shelf life and gives uniform products with shape, appearance and texture being consistent from batch to batch. 

Dawn Foods I Baking powder CHE00020 12.5kg 

Specifically formulated for commercial baking environments, Dawn Foods' baking powder has a 16.4 -17.4% C02 content giving a well aerated 
and balanced product every time. The powder is double acting, providing a rise once in the cold batter and again in the oven making it ideal for 
all sponges, angel cakes, scones and biscuits. 

Sodium bicarbonate MIS00331 25kg 

Sodium bicarbonate (also known as baking soda or bicarbonate of soda) is a quick acting leavening agent to give rise to your baked goods. 

Zeelandia I White Quicklift I Emulsifier and stabiliser 
for sponge cake and swiss rolls 

GEM00383 5kg 

Quicklift is a ready-to-use emulsifier paste. Add it to your Swiss roll, sponge and Genoese cake mixes for a finer, lighter structure with greater 
volume and fresh-keeping. Quicklift also brings processing benefits providing additional tolerance when it comes to production delays, changing 
mixing conditions and mixer types. 
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Ambient products 
Jams, jellies & fillings 

Title 

Flemings I Blackcurrant jam with natural colouring 

Sku 

PRE00059 

Pack size Allergens 

12.5kg 

With a high blackcurrant fruit content (26%) this smooth jam has a sweet, fruity blackcurrant punch and rich dark purple colour. 

Flemings I Kosher apricot jam PRE00029 12.5kg 

This Apricot jam is ready to use straight from the tub in hot or cold applications. Sieved to give a smooth, cool texture and clarity. Perfect for 
injecting, masking or decorating. This product is kosher certified. 

Flemings I Kosher mixed fruit jam with natural colouring PRE00030 12.5kg 

This mixed fruit (apple and plum) jam is smooth with a rich, sweet fruit flavour and vibrant red colour. 

Flemings I Kosher strawberry jam PRE00028 12.5kg 

This stawberry jam is ready to use straight from the tub in hot or cold applications. Sieved to give a smooth, cool texture and clarity. Perfect for 
injecting, masking or decorating. This product is kosher certified. 

Flemings I Mixed fruit jam 

A traditional mixed fruit jam with a sweet taste and smooth mouth/eel. 

Fruit Fayre I Apple and raspberry seedless jam 

PRE00037 12.5kg 

PRE00023 12.5kg 

This seedless apple and raspberry jam filling is ready to use straight from the tub in hot or cold applications. It has a sweet, tart raspberry flavour 
complemented by the acidity of apples. Sieved to give a smooth, cool texture and clarity. Perfect for filling fruit tarts, doughnuts and sponge cakes 
or to flavour cream fillings. 

Fruit Fayre I Apricot masking jam PRE00024 12.5kg 

This professional quality sieved apricot jam has a rich orange colour and sweet, zingy apricot flavour. 

Fruit Fayre I Crushed strawberry jam PRE00034 12.5kg 

This strawberry jam has a sweet, juicy strawberry flavour and the texture of crushed strawberry pieces. 

Fruit Fayre I Raspberry seeded jam PRE00036 12.5kg 

This seeded raspberry jam is ready to use straight from the tub in hot or cold applications.Sieved to give a smooth, cool texture and clarity. 
Perfect for injecting, masking or decorating 

Fruit Fayre I Seedless raspberry jam PRE00017 12.5kg 

A smooth textured, seedless raspberry jam with a purplish red colour and sweet, tart raspberry flavour. 

Fruit Fayre I Sieved Apricot Jam PRE00026 12.5kg 

This apricot jam has been sieved to give a smooth, glossy jam with a tangy, sweet apricot flavour and bright amber colour. 

Spreads 

Fruit Fayre I Natural recipe lemon curd PRE00032 12.5kg 

This naturally coloured and flavoured lemon curd has a bright lemon yellow appearance and tangy, zesty flavour. 

Mincemeat 

John Morley I Premium mincemeat PRE00076 12.5kg 

With over 60 years of experience, John Morley is the master of mincemeat. This premium mincemeat is a blend of dried fruit (apples, currants, 
sultanas, orange peel and lemon peel), sugar syrup and spices. Plump, juicy and sweet it comes ready to use straight out of the tub. The perfect 
inclusion or filling in Christmas puddings, mince pies and other baked goods. 
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Ambient products 
Jams, jellies & fillings 

Title 

Jellies 

British Bakels I RTU strawbeery glaze 

Sku 

BAK00008 

RTU Strawberry Glaze is a soft set jelly, for the quick and easy decorating of strawberry tarts. 

Chef William I Raspberry flavoured jelly crystals PRE00047 

Pack size 

8x1kg 

4x3.5kg 

Simply add water to these dried crystals to create a delicious raspberry coloured and flavoured firm jelly. 

CSM I Merjel Neutral I Clear and flavourless cold process jelly 

Merjel Neutral is a clear, flavourless cold process jelly. 

CSM I Raspberry merjel 

PRE00044 12.5kg 

GEM00078 12.5kg 

Allergens 

Ready to use, cold process jelly with raspberry flavour colour. Use straight from the pail. Perfect for you strawberry tarts. 

Flemings I Strawberry tart jelly PRE00025 12.5kg 

Strawberry Tart Jelly is a ready to use cold process jelly for coating for fruit tarts or flavoring for filling creams. 

Flemings I Raspberry pipeline jelly PRE00020 12.5kg 

Cold process raspberry flavoured piping jelly. Soft and RTU. Sharp flavour, bright colour. Will not flow, pipeable through small tubes. 

Flemings I Strawberry jelly piped ream PRE00033 12.5kg 

Perfect for fruit tarts, fancies and petit fours this jelly has a sweet strawberry taste, translucent colour and excellent clarity. Made from natural 
colours and flavours, piped ream is suitable for either hot or cold applications and is freeze/thaw stable. 

Fillings 

British Bakels I Dark cherry fruit filling 70% Fruit BAK00033 6kg 

Suitable for a wide range of applications. Contains 70% fruit pieces. Ready-to-use (cold or baked). Superb bake stability. Helps you add colour to 
your range, excellent sheen, natural flavour and colour. 

Fruit Fayre I Black cherry filling PRE00045 6kg 

This black cherry filling has a high fruit content (40%) to give a wonderfully sweet and fruity black cherry flavour. With real cherry pieces 
throughout it has an authentic mouth/eel and eye appeal. Perfect for filling fruit tarts, doughnuts and sponge cakes or to flavour cream fillings. 

Fruit Fayre I Blackcurrant filling MIS00455 6kg 

This blackcurrant filling has a high fruit content to give a strong, tart yet sweet blackcurrant flavour. Perfect for filling fruit tarts, doughnuts and 
sponge cakes or to flavour cream fillings. 

Fruit Fayre I Blueberry filling MIS00457 6kg 

This blueberry filling has a high fruit content (40%) to give a wonderfully sweet and fruity flavour. Perfect for filling fruit tarts, doughnuts and 
sponge cakes or to flavour cream fillings. 

Fruit Fayre I Gooseberry filling MIS00458 6kg 

This gooseberry filling is ready to use straight from the tub in hot or cold applications. With a high (40%) gooseberry content it imparts a sweet, 
tart gooseberry flavour. Perfect for filling fruit tarts, doughnuts and sponge cakes or to flavour cream fillings. 

Fruit Fayre I Raspberry jam filling MIS00459 6kg 

This raspberry jam filling is ready to use straight from the tub in hot or cold applications. With a high (40%) raspberry content it imparts a sweet, 
tart raspberry flavour complemented by a smooth, cool texture and excellent clarity. Perfect for filling fruit tarts, doughnuts and sponge cakes or to 
flavour cream fillings. 

Fruit Fayre I Sour red cherry filling PRE00041 6kg 

This sour red cherry filling gives a sweet, tart flavour and with real cherry pieces throughout it has an authentic mouth/eel. Perfect for filling fruit 
tarts, doughnuts and sponge cakes or to flavour cream fillings. 

Fruit Fayre I Strawberry jam filling MIS00461 6kg 

This strawberry jam filling is ready to use straight from the tub. It has a has a sweet, juicy strawberry flavour complemented by a smooth, cool 
texture and excellent clarity. Perfect for filling fruit tarts, doughnuts and sponge cakes or to flavour cream fillings. 

Dawn I Delifruit I Blueberry filling GEM00178 6kg 

Delifruit fruit fillings are ideal for filling, decorating or flavouring your mix of desserts, cakes, pies, danish pastry, mousses, and more. 
Classic blueberry delifruit contains a 60% whole fruit content. Packed in a tin, the fruit is preserved and the shelf life extended. This product 
is bake/freeze/thaw stable. 
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Title 

Dawn I Delifruit I Dark cherry filling 

Sku 

CAN00037 

Pack size 

2.7kg 

Allergens 

••••••• 

Delifruit fruit fillings are ideal for filling, decorating or flavouring your mix of desserts, cakes, pies, danish pastry, mousses, and more. Classic dark 
cherry delifruit contains a 67% whole fruit content. Packed in a tin, the fruit is preserved and the shelf life extended. This product is bake/freeze/ 

thaw stable. 

Dawn I Delifruit I Pineapple filling CAN00035 2.7kg 

Delifruit fruit fillings are ideal for filling, decorating or flavouring your mix of desserts, cakes, pies, danish pastry, mousses, and more. 
Classic pineapple Delifruit contains a 60% whole fruit content. Packed in a tin, the fruit is preserved and the shelf life extended. This product 
is bake/freeze/thaw stable. 

Dawn I Delifruit I Strawberry filling CAN00033 2.7kg 

Delifruit fruit fillings are ideal for filling, decorating or flavouring your mix of desserts, cakes, pies, danish pastry, mousses, and more. 
Classic strawberry Delifruit contains a 60% whole fruit content. Packed in a tin, the fruit is preserved and the shelf life extended. This product 
is bake/freeze/thaw stable. 

Meringues & mallows 

British Bakels I Actiwhite meringue mix BAK00004 2kg 

Actiwhite is a powdered product, manufactured from treated fresh hen egg white, for the prodution of top quality meringues. In Actiwhite®, 
the moisture attracting protein has been eliminated, therefore helping to ensure that the end product: Eats crisp and dry. Remains snowy white in 
colour. Is easy to cut and handle without breakage. 

Flemings Zeelandia I Mallow Russe I White jelly mallow GEM00198 12.5kg 

This delicately flavoured white mallow is perfect for fillings, coatings and Snowballs. Whipping up to five times its original volume, Mallow Russe 
provides a superb yield and takes additional colours and flavours well. 

CSM I Snowmallow I Marshmallow (gelatine based) MIS00484 12.5kg 

Snowmallow is a gelatine based marshmallow with a smooth, firm texture and sweet vanilla hinted taste. Perfect for making 'snowballs' or layering 
gateaux and slices. 

Ingram Brothers I Meri-white meringue and royal icing mix EGG00019 3.5kg 

Meri-white egg white powder is a great alternative to fresh and frozen egg. Ideal for any meringue based product. Superior whipping qualities 
and brightness of product are evident upon the use of meri-white. Meri-white is considered to be the professionals choice when it comes to all 
royal icing and meringue work. Colour and flavour may be added if desired. Meri-white is instantly water soluble and requires no special storage. 

Mini white marshmallows MIS00585 4x1kg 

These soft, chewy mini white marshmallows are a versatile inclusion or decoration. Use them in Rocky Road traybakes, sprinkled on cakes or as a 
topping on hot chocolate . 
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Ambient products 
Flours & cereals 

Title 

Self raising flour 

BFP I Self raising white flour 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

FLR00026 16kg 

BFP's self raising flour is a mixture of finely milled British wheat flour and two raising agents - calcium phosphate and sodium bicarbonate. These 
added raising agents give a light fluffy texture to cakes, cupcakes, muffins and scones. 

Doves Farm I Gluten free self raising flour FLR00186 25kg 

A blend of naturally gluten free ingredients, use this flour as an alternative to self raising flour made from wheat. 

Doves Farm I Organic self raising flour FLR00176 25kg 

Finely milled, organic flour with added raising agents for perfectly risen sponges and cakes. 

Plain flour 

BFP I Plain white flour FLR00025 16kg 

Our millers use soft wheat varieties to produce this plain white flour. This gives it a low gluten and protein content making it perfect for biscuits 
and pastry. 

Doves Farm I Organic plain white flour FLR00173 25kg 

This organic plain white flour from Doves Farm is a fine white flour for pastry, biscuits, scones, pancakes and sauces. Soil Association and 
Kosher Certified. 

Doves Farms I Gluten free plain white flour FLR00177 25kg 

This gluten free plain white flour from Doves Farm is a blend of naturally gluten free ingredients (rice, potato, tapioca, maize, buckwheat), 
and is a perfect alternative to everyday wheat flour. 

Bread flour 

BFP I Bread flour FLR00049 16kg 

Bread flour is a high-protein flour that typically contains between 12 and 14% protein and is designed for baking yeasted breads. The high protein 
content means that bread flour has more gluten in it, which makes the dough more elastic and light and results in a chewy and airy texture when 
baked. Suitable for bread machines and hand baking. 

Doves Farm I Organic strong white bread flour FLR00178 25kg 

Perfectly milled, organic, white flour ideal for bread making, rolls and sourdoughs. 

Doves Farm I Gluten free white bread flour FLR00191 25kg 

Blended from naturally gluten free ingredients use this flour as an alternative to bread flour made from wheat. 

Bakers strong flour 

BFP I Canadian strong white flour FLR00048 16kg 

This flour is perfectly suited to long fermentation breads and sourdoughs, although it can also be used for baking yeasted loaves. The natural 
strength of the wheat protein helps the dough remain in prime condition. 

BFP I Strong white flour FLR00045 16kg 

To produce strong flour (sometimes referred to as bread flour) our millers use hard wheat varieties to create a high gluten flour which is more 
elastic than standard flours and causes the dough to rise with good structure. The high gluten content of this strong white flour makes it perfect for 
making white breads and rolls. 

Rice flour 

Rice flour FLR00005 25kg 

This rice flour is a completely natural , easy-to-digest flour that can be used in baking or as a thickener in recipes. 
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Ambient products 
Flours & cereals 

Title 

Wholemeal flour 

BFP I Strong wholemeal flour 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

FLR00051 16kg 

To produce strong flour (sometimes referred to as bread flour) our millers use the wholemeal of hard wheat varieties to create a high gluten flour 
which is more elastic than standard flours and causes the dough to rise with good structure. The high gluten content of this strong wholemeal flour 
makes it perfect for making wholemeal breads and rolls. 

Doves Farms I Organic strong wholemeal flour FLR00179 25kg 

To produce this organic strong wholemeal flour (sometimes referred to as organic bread flour) Dove's Farms millers use the wholemeal of hard 
organic wheat varieties to create a high gluten flour which is more elastic than standard flours and causes the dough to rise with good structure. 
Perfect for making organic wholemeal breads and rolls. 

Other 

BFP I Biscuit flour FLR00031 16kg 

Our millers have carefully crafted this biscuit flour to have a relatively low protein and gluten content. The result is a biscuit with the perfect 
crunch, bite and crumble. 

Nelstrop's I Coarse golden brown flour 

White flour blended with coarse bran to give a brown flour. 

Nelstrop's I Fairy Queen cake flour 

FLR00047 

FLR00192 

16kg 

25kg 

Fairy Queen cake flour is finely milled with lower protein and gluten levels than regular flours. This results in lighter, fluffier, softer cakes. 

Nelstrop's I Malted bread flour FLR00046 16kg 

This award winning flour from family flour millers Nelstrop's is a blend of finely milled bread making wheat flour and toasted, malted wheat flakes, 
kibbled wheat and malted barley flour. Its malty, nutty flavour and rich colour make it ideal for making malt/lake bread and rolls. 

Nelstrop's I Pastry Queen FLR00221 16kg 

Wheat flour with the addition of maize flour. 

Cereal 

Richardson Milling I Cornflakes MIS00435 14kg 

Crunchy toasted flakes of golden yellow and orange corn lightly sweetened with sugar and flavoured with barley malt. 

Richardson Milling I Large rolled oat flakes (Size 23) FLR00057 25kg 

These rolled oat flakes (size 23) are a larger variety of wholegrain giving more texture and bite. They are ideal for baked goods such as flapjacks 
and cereal bars. Also a favourite in granola and traditional porridge or as an attractive bread topping. 

Oats 

Morning Foods I Gluten free rolled oats FLR00228 25kg 

Characteristic rolled oats produced from cleaned whole oats with a thickness of c. 20 thousandths of an inch. The product is stabilised to prevent 
enzymic rancidity development and is sourced, processed and tested following a detailed formal risk assessment. 

Morning Foods I Jumbo oat flakes (Size 26) FLR00054 10kg 

Jumbo oats (sometimes called size 26) are the largest variety of wholegrain flaked oat and slower to absorb moisture than smaller varieties. 
Their size, firm texture and slightly nutty flavour makes them ideal for baked goods such as flapjacks and cereal bars which require a firm bite. 
Jumbo oats are also a favourite in granola and traditional porridge or as a bread topping. 
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Pasta & rice 

Title 

Macaroni (short cut) 

Sku 

CNS00013 

Pale creamy yellow coloured curved pasta tubes made from the finest durum wheat semolina. 

Rice cones MIS00437 

Pack size 

16kg 

25kg 

Allergens 

•••••••• 

Rice cones are coarsely milled grains of rice. This 'flour' can be used in a variety of ways including as a replacement for wheat flour in cakes and 
biscuits, as a thickener or as a food-safe way to reduce stickiness on worksurfaces. 

Non dairy creams 

Cream alternatives 

CSM I Lactofil Classic GEM00070 12x1L 
UHT Sweetened vegetable fat cream 

Lactofil Classic is a ready to whip sweetened mix of vegetable oil and skimmed milk for topping or filling bakery products. 

Macphie I Macfil I Concentrated sweet filling GEM00033 12kg 

Macfil is a concentrated sweet confectionery filling. Simply add water to make a smooth paste that whips to give an inexpensive filling suitable for 
fruit tarts, Swiss rolls and cakes. 

Macphie I Mactop Extra GEM00205 12x1L 

Mactop® Extra is a ready-to-whip ambient cream alternative with all the fabulously rich flavour of fresh cream. This store cupboard staple is ready 
to be whipped up into any number of delicious toppings or fillings for your dessert dishes and sweet treats. It's an ideal addition to any eat-from
frozen dessert. When whipped, it is freeze-thaw stable, contains less than half the fat of double cream and it expands to three times its volume 
of wonderfully creamy whip that keeps for up to five days at ambient temperature (up to 20°C so therefore does not require refrigeration). 
This clever product also allows for the addition of colours and flavours allowing you to take your sweet dishes wherever your imagination leads. 

Macphie I Mactop Extra I Sweetened ambient 
whipping cream alternative 

GEM00047 10L 

Mactop Extra is an easy to use sweetened whipping cream alternative that has a five day ambient shelf life once whipped. Mactop Extra whips to 
more than three times its volume, takes colours and flavours well and is freeze-thaw stable. 

Macphie I Mactop Traditional I Sweetened ambient 
whipping cream alternative 

Macphie I Mactop Traditional I Sweetened ambient 
whipping cream alternative 

GEM00037 

GEM00038 

10L 

12x1L 

Mactop® Traditional is an easy to use sweetened whipping cream alternative that has a four day refrigerated shelf life once whipped. Mactop® 
whips to more than three times its volume, takes colours and flavours well and is freeze-thaw stable. All that at half the fat of dairy cream. 

Puratos I Chantypak I Vegetable based whipping cream PUR00148 12x1L 

Chantypak is a non-dairy whipping cream with a velvety smooth mouth feel and sweet vanilla taste. Highly versatile, Chantypak can be used in a 
wide variety of fresh and frozen applications including fillings, toppings and as a substitute for dairy cream and Chantilly. It whips to 3.5 times its 
original volume, has excellent stability and being UHT treated, can be stored at room temperature until opened . 
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Ambient products 
Sugars & syrups 

Title 

Granulated 

Sucranna I White granulated sugar 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

SUG00427 25kg 

Granulated Sugar adds sweetness and texture without any other colour or flavour. It helps retain moisture and improves shelf life in finished goods. 

Billington's I Golden granulated sugar SUG00093 25kg 

Billingtons Golden Granulated sugar is a cane sugar from Mauritius with its light golden colour, and works well in a wide range of applications. 

Billingtons I Organic extra light (Pale gold) 
Granulated Sugar 

SUG00071 25kg 

With its light golden colour, Billingtons Extra Light Organic Granulated sugar works as a good organic granulated in a wide range of applications. 
Originating from Brazil, this cane sugar is certified organic by the Soil Association. 

British Sugar I Silverspoon I White sugar sachets (3g) SUG00136 1000pcs 

Silverspoon homegrown white sugar sachets use British granulated sugar produced from sugar beet grown on farms in England. The sugar beet is 
grown in fields on average 28 miles from the sugar factories where it is produced. 

British Sugar I White granulated sugar SUG00001 25kg 

British Sugar homegrown granulated sugar is a high purity, free flowing sugar and is the ideal multi-purpose sugar for a wide variety of applications 
from sauces to soft drinks. It is produced in the UK from sugar beet grown on farms in and around East Anglia. 

Ragus I Granulated golden sugar SUG00262 25kg 

This free-flowing sugar is a light golden brown colour with a sweet taste and buttery, caramel notes. 

Sudzucker I White granulated sugar SUG00327 25kg 

This white granulated sugar adds sweetness and texture without introducing any other colour or flavour. At the same time it helps to retain 
moisture and improve shelf life. 

Tate & Lyle I White granulated sugar SUG00013 25kg 

Made using high quality sugar cane, this white granulated sugar adds sweetness and texture without introducing any other colour or flavour. 
At the same time it helps to retain moisture and improve shelf life. 

Tereos I White granulated sugar SUG00072 25kg 

This white granulated sugar adds sweetness and texture without introducing any other colour or flavour. At the same time it helps to retain 
moisture and improve shelf life. 

Caster 

Sucranna I Caster sugar SUG00414 25kg 

This caster sugar from Sucranna adds sweetness and texture to baked goods without bringing any other colour or flavour. 

Billington's I Golden caster sugar SUG00226 25kg 

Billingtons Golden caster sugar is a cane sugar from Mauritius with a light golden colour and a subtle buttery taste. The fine crystals are excellent 
for all cake and biscuit applications. 

British sugar I Caster sugar SUG00004 25kg 

British Sugar homegrown caster sugar has superfine white crystals for a consistent bake in cakes, pastries and biscuits. Its also great for rapid dis
solving in a variety of applications from hot drinks to desserts and a perfect coating in confectionery. 

Sudzucker I Caster sugar SUG00328 25kg 

This fine caster sugar mixes and dissolves easily to give your cakes, biscuits and coatings an even texture without any coarseness. 

Tate & Lyle I Caster sugar SUG00074 25kg 

Made in the UK from sugar cane, this fine caster sugar mixes and dissolves easily to give your cakes, biscuits and coatings an even texture without 
any coarseness. 

Tate & Lyle I Caster sugar SUG00122 6x2kg 

Tate; Lyle Caster Sugar is perfect for baking. Its superfine crystals blend into the mixture to guarantee great results every time, making it a favourite 
with bakers and food manufacturers. 

Tereos I Caster sugar SUG00075 25kg 

This fine caster sugar mixes and dissolves easily to give your cakes, biscuits and coatings an even texture without any coarseness. 
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Ambient products 
Sugars & syrups 

Title 

Icing 

Sucranna I Icing sugar with TCP 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

SUG00444 25kg 

A bright white icing sugar with added TCP (a calcium salt) to keep the powder loose and free flowing. The fine silky texture of Sucranna icing 
sugar means that it combines and dissolves easily for the perfect icing and buttercream. 

Sucranna I Fondant icing sugar SUG00452 25kg 

This very fine powdered sugar blended with glucose produces a brilliant white fondant icing which sets with a soft, shiny glaze. 

British Sugar I Celebration icing sugar with cornflour SUG00299 25kg 

British Sugar homegrown CF icing sugar is a premium superfine icing powder with cornflour added as a free flow agent. The superfine particle 
size gives an ultra-smooth texture particularly at low temperatures. Carefully milled to give a consistent texture every time, it performs well in 
bakery glazes, fudge icings, sugar paste and confectionery. Cold water make up only. 

British sugar I Icing sugar with TCP SUG00005 25kg 

British Sugar homegrown icing sugar is carefully milled to give a consistent smooth silky texture every time. It performs well in bakery glazes, fudge 
icings, sugar paste and confectionery. Cold or hot water make up. 

British Sugar I Silverspoon I Icing sugar SUG00143 4x3kg 

British Sugar homegrown icing sugar is carefully milled to give a consistent smooth silky texture every time. It performs well in bakery glazes, fudge 
icings, sugar paste and confectionery. Cold or hot water make up. 

Saint Louis I Icing sugar with starch SUG00149 25kg 

This icing sugar has a fine silky texture, allowing it to combine and dissolve easily for the perfect icing and buttercream. Enhanced with flavourless 
potato starch to reduce caking and clumping. 

Tate & Lyle I Icing sugar SUG00132 4x3kg 

With almost 150 years of experience, Tate & Lyle is an expert in producing high quality icing sugar which gives great results and is easy to work 
with. Made from cane sugar, this icing sugar has a fine silky texture, allowing it to combine and dissolve easily for the perfect icing and buttercream. 

Tate & Lyle I Icing sugar with TCP SUG00621 25kg 

This icing sugar has a fine silky texture, allowing it to combine and dissolve easily for the perfect icing, buttercream or glaze. Enhanced with 
flavourless tricalcium phosphate (TCP) to reduce caking and clumping. 

Extra fine 

British Sugar I Extra Fine Sugar SUG00006 25kg 

British Sugar homegrown Extra Fine sugar has fine crystals with a broader range of size than caster sugar. It is a good alternative to caster for bakery 
applications where evenness of bake is less sensitive and for its rapid dissolving in desserts and sauces. It is also great for decorating biscuits and cakes. 

Powdered 

Dawn Foods I Deco powdered sugar SUG00938 15kg 

This free flowing baking sugar is a robust alternative to icing sugar; it is fat-coated in a way which makes it more resilient to dissolving and allows 
complete freeze-thaw stability, giving your bakery products that freshly dusted appearance for longer. 

Tate & Lyle I Powdered sugar SUG00140 25kg 

Created by milling sugar crystals this powdered sugar adds sweetness and texture without any other colour or flavour. Its fine texture makes it perfect 
for tablet, sugar confectionery or as a decorative dusting on baked goods. 

Dark 

Billingtons I Light muscovado sugar SUG00078 25kg 

Billingtons light Muscovado is a fine grained, honey-coloured cane sugar from Mauritius. Aromatic with a creamy fudge flavour; ideal for toffee 
sauce, confectionery, biscuits and cakes. Moist, non-free flowing and dust free. 

British Sugar I Soft dark brown sugar SUG00022 25kg 

With a rich deep flavour, Crafted Soft Dark Brown sugar is moist but easy to handle giving a dark uniform colour and rich molasses flavour to rich 
fruit and chocolate cakes, toffee puddings and sauces. Made from homegrown sugar and crafted with cane molasses to give a consistent product 
every time. 

Sucranna I Dark soft brown sugar SUG00418 25kg 

Sucranna Dark Soft Brown Sugar is moist with a deep, rich molasses flavour. 
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Title 

Tate & Lyle I Dark muscavado sugar 

Sku 

SUG00375 

Pack size 

25kg 

Allergens 

•••••••• 

The high molasses content in this unrefined cane sugar gives it a moist texture, toffee-like taste and a rich brown colour. Perfect for brownies, 
gingerbread, chocolate cakes and fudge. 

Tate & Lyle I Soft dark brown sugar SUG00035 25kg 

Made from sugar cane, this soft dark brown sugar has more molasses giving it a warmer, deeper colour and flavour compared to other sugars. 
It is a rich, moist sugar that helps to create deep and full bodied flavours in your baking. 

Light 

Sucranna I Soft light brown sugar SUG00419 25kg 

This soft cane sugar from Sucranna has a moist texture with fine, quick dissolving crystals and a light brown, golden appearance. It adds a rich 
colour, a subtle caramel flavour and moisture to baked goods such as cookies, cakes and crumb toppings. 

Sucranna I Soft golden brown sugar SUG00420 25kg 

This soft golden brown sugar has a light delicate flavour, rich golden colour and moist texture. 

Billington's I Soft light brown sugar SUG00009 25kg 

Billingtons soft light brown sugar is a fine grained pale brown coloured cane sugar from Mauritius. It gives a rounded caramel flavour to toffee 
sauces, confectionery, biscuits and cakes. Moist and non-free flowing. 

British Sugar I Soft light brown sugar SUG00026 25kg 

British Sugar Crafted Soft light Brown sugar is created by blending cane molasses with homegrown white sugar. With its fine uniform crystals and 
delicate molasses flavour it is perfect for baking giving a fine crumb texture and excellent finished volume in cakes. Works particularly well giving 
consistent dissolving, colour and flavour to syrups, sauces, caramels and toffees. 

Ragus I Light muscovado Sugar SUG00533 25kg 

The high molasses content in this unrefined cane sugar gives it a moist texture, toffee-like taste and a rich brown colour which is slightly lighter 
than standard muscovado sugar. 

Tate & Lyle I Soft light brown sugar SUG00029 25kg 

Made from sugar cane, this soft light brown sugar has a moist texture with fine, quick dissolving crystals and a golden appearance. It adds a rich 
colour, a subtle caramel flavour and moisture to baked goods such as cookies, cakes and crumb toppings. 

Tate & Lyle I Soft light brown sugar SUG00602 4x3kg 

Tate & Lyle Soft Light Brown sugar is known for its moist, fine, dissolving crystals which makes it the ideal choice for tasty sauces or fruity preserves. 

Molasses 

Billington's I Molasses sugar SUG00133 25kg 

Billingtons Molasses sugar is an extremely dark brown cane sugar with a very high molasses content from Mauritius. It has an aromatic complex 
caramelised flavour. It delivers a rich toffee and treacle flavour and deep brown natural colour in sauces, marinades, chutney and fruit cakes. 
Moist, non-free flowing and dust free. 

Demerara 

Billington's I Demerara sugar SUG00573 25kg 

Billingtons Demerara sugar is a cane sugar from Mauritius with bold, free flowing crystals that give a crunchy texture and light caramel flavour for 
toppings and dessert bases. Great for crumbles, cheesecakes and a decorative topping for cakes and biscuits. 

British Sugar I Demerara sugar SUG00025 25kg 

A moist, light golden brown crystalline product created by blending cane molasses with homegrown white sugar. With its large golden crystals Crafted 
Demerara adds crunchy texture and a slight caramel flavour to biscuits, cake dessert toppings and bases or as a perfect sweetener to an espresso. 

Tate & Lyle I Demerara sugar SUG00740 25kg 

This demerara sugar has large, dry, golden brown crystals and a crunchy texture. Use it in baked goods which need crunch such as flapjacks 
and biscuits or sprinkle as a decorative topping. 

Pearls 

Sucerie Couplet I (20 sugar pearls SUG00245 25kg 

These crunchy C20 (2 - 4mm) white sugar pearls (also known as sugar nibs or hail sugar) are perfect for decorating your bakes for an eye-catching 
look and added texture dimension. Can also be used to provide a caramelised sugar flavour to waffles . 
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Ambient products 
Sugars & syrups 

Title 

Macaroon pastes 

Renshaw I Renmac I Macaroon Paste 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

MIS00549 12.5kg 

Made with apricot kernels, this macaroon paste is suitable for making macaroon biscuits, frangipane, Danish pastry fillings and congress tarts. 

Glycerine & glucose 

BFP I Rapeseed Glycerine MIS00308 25kg 

Rapeseed glycerine locks moisture into cakes and when added to icing gives it a sheen and prevents cracking. 

Albex I Glucose (42 DE) Syrup STA00066 25kg 

Albex Glucose is a colourless glucose syrup derived from wheat or maize which is then refined and concentrated into a solution of dextrose, 
maltose and higher saccharides. Less sweet than golden syrup and with a 42 Dextrose Equivalent (42 DE) Albex sweetens baked goods whilst 
also improving texture, mouth/eel and fresh keeping. 

Albex I Glucose (63 DE) Syrup STA00067 25kg 

Albex Glucose is a colourless glucose syrup derived from wheat or maize which is then refined and concentrated into a solution of dextrose, 
maltose and higher saccharides. Less sweet than golden syrup and with a 63 Dextrose Equivalent (63 DE) Albex sweetens baked goods whilst 
also improving texture, mouth/eel and fresh keeping. 

Cargill I Creestar I Glucose Syrup (42 DE) STA00024 25kg 

Glucose syrup is a purified and concentrated solution known for its transparency and viscous nature! It comes in a transparent water light yellow 
viscous liquid with a sweet taste. 

Nutridex 20 I Dried Glucose Syrup Powder 

Nutridex 20 is a non-GMO glucose syrup powder derived from corn syrup. 

Tereos I Glucodry 385 I Spray Dried Glucose Syrup 

(36-40 DE) 

STA00171 25kg 

STA00054 25kg 

Glucodry 385 is a moderately sweet spray dried glucose syrup with a 36 - 40 Dextrose Equivalent (36-40 DE). Use it to improve the texture and 
mouth/eel of your products or as a thickener, binder and bulking agent. 

Dextrose 

Dextrose Monohydrate ROQ STA00108 25kg 

A simple sweetener and bulking agent for bakers and food manufacturers. 

Syrups & treacles 

Sucranna I Golden Syrup SUG00423 25kg 

This golden syrup will give your bakes a caramelised taste and warm amber glow. It also has practical benefits, keeping bakes moist and extending 
shelf life. 

Sucranna I Black Treacle SUG00424 25kg 

This treacle is a very dark brown almost black colour with the typical molasses flavour but with a smoother taste. Perfect for rich bakery products like 
Christmas puddings, rich fruit cakes or toffee fillings. Can also be used as a natural food colourant. 

Ragus I Black Treacle 

Ragus I Black Treacle 

SUG00238 

SUG00272 

2x7.26kg 

25kg 

•••••••• 

•••••••• 

This treacle is a very dark brown almost black colour with the typical molasses flavour but with a smoother taste. Perfect for rich bakery products 
like Christmas puddings, rich fruit cakes or toffee fillings. Can also be used as a natural food colourant. 

Ragus I Golden Syrup SUG00248 2x7.26kg 

Ragus have been producing sugars and syrups for over 90 years. Their premium golden syrup will give your bakes a caramelised taste and warm 
amber glow. It also has practical benefits, keeping bakes moist and extending shelf life. 

Ragus I Golden Syrup SUG00270 25kg 

This golden syrup will give your bakes a caramelised taste and warm amber glow. It also has practical benefits, keeping bakes moist and extending 
shelf life. 
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Title 

Ragus I Invert Sugar 

Sku 

SUG00237 

Pack size 

25kg 

Allergens 

•••••••• 

This invert sugar syrup is clear with a slight yellow hue and a sweeter taste than standard sugar. Use it in baked goods to improve shelf life, 
enhance texture and binding, produce deeper browning and optimise flavours and aromas. Invert sugar also creates ganaches and icings with 
a super smooth finish. 

Tate & Lyle I Black Treacle SUG00170 2x7.25kg 

This thick black treacle (sugar molasses) is made from sugar cane and has a robust flavour and slightly bitter taste. Tate & Lyle Black Treacle contains 
a minimum of 25% invert sugar and a maximum of 44% sucrose. 

Tate & Lyle I Golden Syrup SUG00183 2x7.25kg 

Tate & Lyle's golden syrup is still made the same way after 127 years. The blend of sugar molecules are continually refined throughout the process 
to ensure a sweet, glistening syrup. 

Caramels, honey & sweeteners 

Caramels 

BFP I Luxury Caramel GEM00658 12.5kg 

This ready to use caramel gives high quality and great performance without a big price tag. It's perfect for coating baked goods or as a filling and 
with a rich brown colour and sophisticated caramel taste it will add a real sense of indulgence to your products. 

British Bakels I Millionaire's Caramel GEM00080 12.5kg 

Bake ls Millionaires Caramel is a ready to use, soft-eating caramel made with butter and full cream condensed milk for a rich, sweet flavour. Not only is it 
easy to use with an indulgent taste, its clean cutting nature leads to a better presentation of your creations. 

Renshaw I Creamy Injectable Caramel GEM00580 12.5kg 

This caramel is made with sweetened condensed milk and butter for a rich, smooth, creamy taste and texture. Specially crafted to be easily injectable 
it is perfect filling doughnuts and muffins or as a filling in chocolate caramels. Ready to use straight from the tub. 

Renshaw I Luxury Caramel GEM00549 12.5kg 

Rens haw's Luxury Caramel is a smooth, chewy and richly flavoured traditional caramel which is perfect for layering, filling and topping. Ready to use 
straight from the tub. 

Renshaw I Vegan Creamy Caramel MIS00664 12.5kg 

A smooth caramel, perfect for filling doughnuts and muffins, chocolate centers, and for topping ice cream and desserts. 

Honey 

Hilltop Honey I Blossom Honey MIS00442 3.17kg 

This blossom honey has an amber colour and mild sweet flavour. It is carefully blended from a variety of honeys to give a consistent taste, colour 
and aroma all year round. 

Hilltop Honey I Clear Blossom Honey MIS00449 14kg 

This blossom honey has an amber colour and mild sweet flavour. It is carefully blended from a variety of honeys to give a consistent taste, colour and 
aroma all year round. 

Sweetener 

LevoSweet I Fructose MIS00296 25kg 

Fructose is a popular sugar alternative processed from high fructose corn syrup which comes in a pure white free-flowing crystalline material. 
An ideal choice of sweetener which enhances natural and healthy sweetness in foods and carbonated beverages. 

Volac I Fine Mesh Lactose DAI00261 14kg 

This fine mesh lactose made from sweet whey has a variety of benefits when used in baked goods. It creates an even golden brown colour in your 
bakes with shorter baking times and at lower temperatures. It allows you to reduce fat and sugar content without compromising product quality. 
And it is perfect as a sweetener providing a clean mouth/eel with no after-taste . 
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Ambient products 
Fondants & ready to roll icings 

Fondant 

BFP I Fondant SUG00457 12.5kg 

BFP Fondant icing in a baker's favourite. Made with dried glucose syrup for a smoother, glossier finish. It is used primarily in the production of 
fondant confectionery and filling for cakes, pastries, candies and sweets. 

British Sugar I Celebration dry fondant I Icing sugar SUG00098 20kg 

British Sugar homegrown DF icing sugar is a premium superfine fondant icing powder with added glucose. The superfine particle size gives a high 
surface gloss and soft smooth texture to icings, particularly at low temperatures. Carefully milled to give a consistent texture every time, it performs 
well in soft eat icings such a fondant toppings, fudge icings and buttercreams. Cold or hot water make up. 

Sudzucker I Ready-to-use white fondant icing SUG00902 12.5kg 

This white fondant icing is ready to use on cakes, pastries, doughnuts, biscuits, petit fours, chocolate and confectionery. It has a glossy white finish, 
sweet taste and smooth texture. As the world's largest producer of sugar based ingredients, Sudzucker has developed this white fondant icing with 
the professional baker in mind. It has been formulated from quality sugar beets and glucose syrup using a process that gives the end product the 
functionality that professionals expect. 

Renshaw I Ready to roll icing I Pack size 12x250g 

Available in 18 colours, this icing is both super pliable and strong meaning you can shape it into just about any shape imaginable. 
Renshaw icing is great to work with too as it stays supple hardening only once left to set. Each case comes with 12 individually wrapped 250g 

packs. To use, dust the work surface down with icing sugar, knead the icing and then roll it out to the desired thickness. 
Store in an airtight container between uses to keep it in perfect condition. 

Atlantic blue 

Sku: SUG00678 

Baby blue 

Sku: SUG00677 

Baby pink 

Sku: SUG00676 

Deep purple 

Sku: SUG00702 

Duck egg blue 

Sku: SUG00674 

Emerald green 

Sku: SUG00720 

Poppy red 

Sku: SUG00665 

Pastel green 

Sku: SUG00666 

Fuchsia 

Sku: SUG00700 

Pink 

Sku: SUG00719 

Jet black 

Sku: SUG00671 

Teddy bear brown 

Sku: SUG00663 

Lincon green 

Sku: SUG00670 

Turquoise 

Sku: SUG00662 
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Rubby red 

Sku: SUG00664 

White 

Sku: SUG00661 

Navy blue 

Sku: SUG00669 

Yellow 

Sku: SUG00660 
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Ambient products 
Frosting, icing & topping 

Title 

Cover paste 

BFP I Ivory Covapaste 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

SUG00723 2x2.5kg 

Covapaste is a high quality soft sugarpaste with an ivory colour and delicate sweet vanilla taste. Specially formulated for easy handling and a 
perfectly smooth finish. 

BFP I White Covapaste SUG00473 2x2.5kg 

Covapaste is a high quality soft sugarpaste with a pure white colour and delicate sweet vanilla taste. Specially formulated for easy handling and a 
perfectly smooth finish. 

Renshaw I White covering paste SUG00722 2x2.5kg 

This is a brilliant white ready to use covering paste which creates a perfectly smooth finish. It has a softer texture than ready to roll fondant icing. 

COVAPASTE 
Ready to ml I �verfng pas� 

Frostings & icings 

CSM I Craigmillar I Carrot cake topping GEM00107 10kg 

Ready-to-use straight from the tub (spread or pipe) and perfect for finishing off round or sheet carrot cakes. It has a rich, creamy flavour and 
smooth, light texture. Whilst perfect for finishing fresh cakes, this topping is not recommend for freeze thaw or overwrapping. 

CSM I Craigmillar Light N' Fluffy I Vanilla flavour frosting GEM00068 8kg 

Craigmillar Light N' Fluffy is a ready-made frosting icing which can be used straight from the tub. It has a light texture, sweet vanilla flavour and 
takes colours and flavourings well. 

CSM I Crembel I Caramel flavour icing GEM00237 12.5kg 

Crembel caramel fudge Icing is a soft, smooth, ready to use caramel icing with a rich golden brown colour. 

CSM I Crembel I Chocolate flavour icing GEM00117 12.5kg 

Crembel chocolate fudge Icing is a soft, smooth, ready to use chocolate flavoured icing with a rich cocoa taste and deep brown colour. 
Made with UTZ certified cocoa. 

CSM I Crembel I Vanilla flavored icing CSM00008 12.5kg 

This vanilla flavored icing can be used hot or cold.Pipe or spread on cakes and other bakery products or melt to 40-50°C and dip. 

Dawn I Caramel glossy icing GEM00276 14kg 

Caramel flavoured glossy Icing uses all natural colours and flavours, ideal for sweet bakery goods. This product delivers an eye catching finish and 
can be heated for finer applications. 

Dawn I Coffee frosting GEM00176 6kg 

Coffee frosting is a ready to use frosting made only using natural colours and flavours. This product can be used for attractive decoration, filling 
and topping of all sweet bakery products. 
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Title 

Dawn I Lemon frosting 

Sku 

GEM00171 

Pack size 

6kg 

Allergens 

•••• 

Lemon frosting is a ready to use frosting made only using natural colours and flavours. This product can be used for attractive decoration, filling 
and topping of all sweet bakery products. 

Dawn I Strawberry frosting GEM00059 6kg 

Strawberry frosting is a ready to use frosting made only using natural colours and flavours. This product can be used for attractive decoration, 
filling and topping of all sweet bakery products. 

Dawn I Toffee frosting GEM00407 6kg 

Toffee frosting is a ready to use frosting made only using natural colours and flavours. This product can be used for attractive decoration, filling and 
topping of all sweet bakery products. 

Dawn I White glossy icing DAW00087 12kg 

White glossy icing gives a great effect and an eye catching finish while being freeze/thaw stable. 

Dawn Foods I Baker's Select GEM00082 14kg 
Dark chocolate flavoured glossy icing 

A ready to use straight from the tub (or can be gently heated for more delicate work) and provides a smooth, perfectly shined finish with a rich 
dark chocolate flavour. It's freeze-thaw stable and made from natural colours and flavours without any palm oil. 

Dawn Foods I Chocolate flavour frosting DAW00024 6kg 

This chocolate flavoured frosting is ready to use straight from the tub. It has a smooth, fluffy texture with a rich chocolate taste. Better still, it is 
made with 100% natural colourings and flavourings. Not only does it have a long ambient shelf life, but the frosting is also freeze/thaw stable. 

Dawn Foods I Cream cheese frosting GEM00081 6kg 

This cream cheese flavoured frosting is ready to use straight from the tub. It has a creamy, fluffy texture with a sweet cheese taste and takes any 
added colours and flavours well. Better still, it is made with 100% natural colourings and flavourings. 

Dawn Foods I Vanilla flavour frosting GEM00065 12kg 

This vanilla flavoured frosting is ready to use straight from the tub. It has a smooth, creamy buttercream style texture with a sweet vanilla taste. 
Better still, it is made with 100% natural colourings and flavourings. 

Macphie 15th Avenue I Caramel flavour icing GEM00045 12.5kg 

This caramel flavour icing is easy to apply, dries fast and won't crack or become brittle once hardened. It is also more freeze/thaw stable than 
fondant. Suitable for enrobing, dipping, piping and can be mixed with butter to obtain a buttercream type frosting. Macphie 5th Avenue Caramel 
Flavour Icing is vegan certified and suitable for vegetarian diets. 

Macphie I 5th Avenue I Dark chocolate flavour icing GEM00043 12.5kg 

This dark chocolate flavour icing is easy to apply, dries fast and won't crack or become brittle once hardened. It is also more freeze/thaw stable 
than fondant. Suitable for enrobing, dipping, piping and can be mixed with butter to obtain a buttercream type frosting. Macphie 5th Avenue 
Dark Chocolate Flavour Icing is vegan certified and suitable for vegetarian diets. 

Macphie I 5th Avenue I Milk chocolate flavour icing GEM00132 12.5kg 

This milk chocolate flavour icing is easy to apply, dries fast and won't crack or become brittle once hardened. It is also more freeze/thaw stable 
than fondant. Suitable for enrobing, dipping, piping and can be mixed with butter to obtain a buttercream type frosting. Macphie 5th Avenue 
Milk Chocolate Flavour Icing is vegan certified and suitable for vegetarian diets. 

Macphie 15th Avenue coffee icing GEM00573 12.5kg 

5th AvenueA® Coffee icing is a smooth, convenient, ready-to-use fudge icing which add an indulgent finish to doughnuts, cakes, muffins, choux, 
Danish Pastries and gateaux. All colours and flavours are natural. The product can take the addition of flavours & colours. These icings are fast 
drying, will not crack or become brittle and are more freeze-thaw stable than fondant. 

Macphie I 5th Avenue lemon icing GEM00208 12.5kg 

5th AvenueA® Sicilian Lemon icing is a smooth, convenient, ready-to-use fudge icing which add an indulgent finish to doughnuts, cakes, muffins, 
choux, Danish Pastries and gateaux. All colours and flavours are natural. The product can take the addition of flavours; colours. These icings are fast 
drying, will not crack or become brittle and are more freeze-thaw stable than fondant. 

Macphie I 5th Avenue strawberry icing GEM00572 12.5kg 

5th AvenueA® Strawberry flavour icing is a smooth, convenient, ready-to-use fudge icing which add an indulgent finish to doughnuts, cakes, 
muffins, choux, Danish Pastries and gateaux. All colours and flavours are natural. The product can take the addition of flavours & colours. These 
icings are fast drying, will not crack or become brittle and are more freeze-thaw stable than fondant. 
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Ambient products 
Fondants, soft icings & toppings 

Title 

Frostings & icings 

Macphie 15th Avenue white icing 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

GEM00042 12.5kg 

This ready-to-use white icing is the perfect topper to make your doughnuts, cakes, muffins, choux, biscuits, Danish pastries and gateaux utterly 
irresistible. Thanks to its clever, quick-setting formula, our 5th AvenueA® Icing never becomes brittle or cracks, so your creations can always look 
just as good as they taste even after freezing. Plus, its designed to work wonderfully with any additional flavours or colours you want to include for 
different uses. The cherry on top? It's also suitable for vegans and is free from Titanium dioxide (TI). 

Macphie I Rainbow I Chocolate frosting GEM00289 10kg 

Smooth, creamy frostings that is ready to use straight from the pail to add value and indulgence to cakes, tray bakes, muffins and cupcakes. Free 
from artificial colours. 

Macphie I Rainbow I Cream cheese frosting GEM00186 5kg 

Smooth, creamy frostings that is ready to use straight from the pail to add value and indulgence to cakes, tray bakes, muffins and cupcakes. Free 
from artificial colours. 

Macphie I Rainbow I Vanilla frosting GEM00133 10kg 

Smooth, creamy frostings that is ready to use straight from the pail to add value and indulgence to cakes, tray bakes, muffins and cupcakes. Free 
from artificial colours. 

Macphie I Rainbow I Vanilla frosting GEM00101 5kg 

Smooth, creamy frostings that is ready to use straight from the pail to add value and indulgence to cakes, tray bakes, muffins and cupcakes. Free 
from artificial colours. 
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Fudge icings 

Title Sku Pack size Allergens 

Fudge icings 

British Bakels I Fudgeice I Soft eat topping GEM00241 2x2.5kg 

Fudgice rich chocolate is a soft eating fudge topping, that sets with a non-stick surface once applied and suitable for vegans. 

British Bakels I Fudgeice I Toffee soft eat topping GEM00243 2x2.5kg 

Toffee fudgice is a soft eating fudge topping, that sets with a non-stick surface once applied and suitable for vegans. 

British Bakels I Fudgeice I White soft eat topping GEM00242 10kg 

White fudgice is a soft eating fudge topping, which sets with a non-stick surface once applied and suitable for vegans. 

CSM I Craigmillar I Double fudge chocolate icing GEM00115 10kg 

Craigmillar double fudge chocolate icing is a soft, smooth, ready to use chocolate flavoured icing with a rich cocoa taste and deep brown colour . 

Dawn I Cappuccino fudge icing DAW00090 10kg •••• 

Dawn I Chocolate fudge icing DAW00091 10kg •••• 

Dawn I Coffee fudge icing DAW00082 10kg •••• 

Dawn I Lemon fudge icing DAW00081 10kg •••• 

Dawn I Raspberry fudge icing DAW00089 10kg •••• 

Dawn I Strawberry fudge icing DAW00080 10kg ••• 

Dawn I White Chocolate fudge icing DAW00088 12.5kg ••••••• 

This fudge icing works fantastically with pastry and bakery products and can turn your everyday sweet treats into personalised, special occasion 
delights.This versatile and easy to use fudge icing have many applications. Just heat through to 40-50°( and your products can be iced traditionally, 
flooded, dipped or spun to create visually stunning treats. 

Ingram Brothers I Caramel fudge enrobing icing CCP00027 12.5kg 

With a rich golden colour and sweet caramel fudge flavour, this soft enrobing icing is perfect for coating doughnuts and cakes. 

Ingram Brothers I Peppermint fudge icing CCP00064 12.5kg 

An economical solution for a wide variety of products for enrobing, and dipping. To flood or spread this icing warm in a bain marie prior to use. 

Sudzucker I Caramel fudge icing SUG00873 12.5kg 

Suitable for enrobing, combing, filling or topping this caramel coloured and flavoured fudge style icing is soft eating and fast setting. It cuts clean 
without splintering, has excellent processability and is freeze-thaw stable. Made with RSPO certified palm oil. 

Sudzucker I Chocolate fudge icing SUG00872 12.5kg 

Suitable for enrobing, combing, filling or topping this chocolate coloured and flavoured fudge style icing is soft eating and fast setting. It cuts clean 
without splintering, has excellent processability and is freeze-thaw stable. Made with RSPO certified palm oil . 
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Ambient products 
Sweet sauces & spreads 

Title 

Sweet sauces & spreads 

British Bakels I Speculoos spread 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

BAK00030 5kg 

Ready-to-use smooth spread with the familiar taste of spiced shortcrust biscuit. Versatile spread ideal for applications such as cheesecake, cake, 
muffins, doughnuts and more. 

Dawn Foods I Chocolate fudge hot topping sauce GEM00414 3kg 

Add a flourish and extra flavour to your creations by heating and pouring this rich chocolate sauce before serving. 

lngrams I Strawberry flavoured syrup GEM00680 3kg 

It has a sweet, fruity strawberry taste and rich red colour which stays vibrant over time. Bakestable, it is perfect for flavouring icings and doughs. 

Macphie I Toffee sweet sauce GEM00357 12x1Itr 

Made with a traditional blend of cream, butter and sugar for an irresistible rich and creamy toffee sauce. Made using non-hydrogenated oil and 
free from artificial colours and flavours. Gluten free and suitable for vegetarians. 

RTU Fillings 

British Bakels I Caramel cream filling BAK00027 6kg 

This ready-to-use caramel cream filling has a smooth, 'short' texture and rich caramel taste. Highly versatile it can be injected before or after baking 
(bakestable), is easy to spread and is freeze/thaw stable. 

British Bakels I Chocolate cream filling BAK00026 6kg 

This ready-to-use chocolate cream filling has a smooth, 'short' texture and rich chocolate taste. Highly versatile it can be injected before or after 
baking (bakestable), is easy to spread and is freeze/thaw stable. 

British Bakels I Lemon cream filling BAK00006 6kg 

This ready-to-use lemon cream filling has a smooth, 'short' texture and zingy lemon taste. Highly versatile it can be injected before or after baking 
(bakestable), is easy to spread and is freeze/thaw stable. 

British Bakels I Orange cream filling BAK00028 6kg 

This ready-to-use orange cream filling has a smooth, 'short' texture and sharp orange taste. Highly versatile it can be injected before or after 
baking (bakestable), is easy to spread and is freeze/thaw stable. 

British Bakels I Raspberry cream filling BAK00029 6kg 

This ready-to-use raspberry cream filling has a smooth, 'short' texture and fruity, sweet raspberry taste. Highly versatile it can be injected before 
or after baking (bakestable), is easy to spread and is freeze/thaw stable. 

British Bakels I Vanilla cream filling BAK00025 6kg 

This ready-to-use vanilla cream filling has a smooth, 'short' texture and rich vanilla taste. Highly versatile it can be injected before or after baking 
(bakestable), is easy to spread and is freeze/thaw stable. 

Rubicone I Pistachio flavour paste MIS00678 5kg 

Perfect for flavouring and rippling gelato. Can also be used to flavour fillings, coatings and doughs. Velvety texture makes it easy to spread and 
creates a wonderfully creamy mouth-feel. Special formulation means softness retained even at low temperatures. 
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BAKELS MILLIONAIRES CARAMEL 

Produce the very best Millionaires Shortbread with Bakels iconic 

Millionaires Caramel, plus a whole host of other delicious sweet treats.► 

Part of the True Caramel range, which includes Raspberry Millionaires 

Caramel PF and much more to inspire your sweet range all-year-round . 

.., Excellent clean-cutting qualities 

.., Short-eating texture 

.., Versatile in application 

.., Produced using traditional ingredients 

eJ Available in 12.5kg pail 

For more information on Millionaires Caramel and a whole host 

of other caramels and recipes, visit www .britishbakels.co.uk 

Caramel 





Ambient products 
Vermicelli, sugar strands & edible decorations 

Title 

Edible carrot decoration (26mm) 

Sku 

GEM00395 

Pack size 

260 pack 

Allergens 

•••• 

These 26mm edible cake decorations shaped and coloured like carrots are individually piped using royal icing. They make great cupcake decorations 
or they can be combined in a pattern to decorate a full sized cake. Goes perfectly with our complete carrot cake mix. 

Milk chocolate covered maltballs CCP00169 2x2kg 

These glossy spheres have a crispy, malted cereal centre and are covered in real milk chocolate (30% cocoa solids). 

Multicoloured sugar strands SUG00880 5kg 

These sugar strands add crunch and a bit of fun with their glossy medley of colours. 

Smet I Vermicelli dark CCP00146 20kg 

Dark chocolate vermicelli (chocolate sprinkles) for the decoration of chocolate truffles, cakes, cupcakes desserts and ice cream. One of the most 
versatile chocolate decorations. 

Smet I Vermicelli light CCP00120 20kg 

Milk chocolate vermicelli (chocolate sprinkles) for the decoration of chocolate truffles, cakes, cupcakes desserts and ice cream. One of the most 
versatile chocolate decorations . 
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Ambient products 
Custard 

Title 

Ingram Brothers I Instant custard powder 

Sku 

GEM00161 

Pack size 

10kg 

Allergens 

••••• 

A complete powder mix requiring only the addition of cold water to produce a custard filling that is suitable for baking and freezing. 

Powdered baker's cold custard GEM00162 10kg 

Rich and creamy, this powdered Baker's Cold Custard is perfect for filling Danish pastries, vanilla slices, eclairs and other sweet treats. Just add cold 
milk or water then mix for one minute. The finished custard won't 'weep' or separate even after two days and is deep freeze stable. 

CSM I Craigmillar I Creme patissiere mix GEM00110 10kg 

Craigmillar Creme Patissiere Mix is a complete premium cold custard mix. Makes an indulgent, smooth, light yellow and sweet cold custard. 

Dawn I Sucrem Nova Plus GEM00142 10kg 

SuCrem Nova Plus whisks easily into cold water to create yellow custard that is bake stable. 

Roma Cold classic GEM00206 12kg 

A complete cold custard mix requiring just the addition of water for confectionery baked goods . 
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Ambient products 
Chocolate based products 

Title 

Chocolate Curls 

Barbara Decor I Dark chocolate curls 

Barbara Decor I Milk chocolate curls 

Sku 

CCP00285 

CCP00284 

Pack size 

4kg 

4kg 

Allergens 

Small but flavourful these curls are perfect for plated desserts and pastries, sprinkling on chocolate, ice cream or luxury hot chocolate Resealable 
tub for easy storage and to maintain freshness between uses. 

Barbara Decor I White chocolate curls CCP00270 4kg 

These flavourful curls are perfect for plated desserts and pastries, sprinkling on chocolate, ice cream or luxury hot chocolate. 

Dawn I Orange curls CCP00114 4kg 

Orange curls add the perfect finishing touch to cupcakes, desserts and patisserie products as a high quality chocolate decoration. 

Dawn I Strawberry curls CCP00113 4kg 

Strawberry curls add the perfect finishing touch to cupcakes, desserts and patisserie products as a high quality chocolate decoration. 

Dobla I Blue coloured white choc natural curls CCP00274 4kg 

These light blue coloured white chocolate curl are great for adding colour, flavour and texture to your creations. Ideal for decorating cupcakes, ice 
cream, plated desserts and pastries. 

Dobla I Caramel flavoured white chocolate curls CCP00112 4kg 

These caramel flavoured white chocolate curls are the perfect finishing touch for caramel based cakes, muffins and sweet slices. 

SMET I Dark chocolate curls CCP00075 4kg 

These high quality dark Belgian chocolate curls are the perfect finishing touch for your bakes. 

SMET I Milk chocolate curls CCP00074 4kg 

These high quality Belgian milk chocolate curls are the perfect finishing touch for your bakes. 

SMET I Strawberry flavoured curls (9mm) CCP00157 4kg 

With their sweet strawberry flavour and subtle pink colour, these curls are the perfect decoration for cakes, doughnuts and desserts. 

SMET I White chocolate curls CCP00076 4kg 

These high quality Belgian white chocolate curls are the perfect finishing touch for your bakes. 

Enrobing chocolate 

Belcolade I Belgian dark chocolate (55%) buttons PUR00123 15kg 

Organic Belgian dark chocolate (55%) buttons made using Belcolade's Nair Selection recipe. 

Belcolade I Belgian milk chocolate (34%) buttons CCP00225 1kg 

Organic Belgian milk chocolate (39%) buttons made using Belcolade's Lait Supreme recipe. 

Belcolade I Belgian milk chocolate (34%) buttons PUR00122 15kg 

Organic Belgian milk chocolate (34%) buttons made using Belcolade's Lait Supreme recipe. Dark coloured with the bitterness of dark chocolate 
sweetened with milky notes. 

Belcolade I Belgian white chocolate (30%) buttons PUR00121 15kg 

This Belgian white chocolate has a high cocoa content (30%) and is made using Belcolade's Blanc selection recipe to give a well balanced taste 
with a vanilla flavour and a note of cooked milk. 

Callebaut I Dark chocolate buttons (54.5%) CCP00085 10kg 

A careful blending, refining and conching of the ingredients in our supplier's delicious recipes, gives the chocolate an intense flavour and taste. 

Callebaut I Milk chocolate buttons (33.6%) CCP00086 10kg 

A careful blending, refining and conching of the ingredients in our supplier's delicious recipes, gives the chocolate an intense flavour and taste. 

Callebaut I White chocolate buttons (29.5%) CCP00087 10kg 

A careful blending, refining and conching of the ingredients in our supplier's delicious recipes, gives the chocolate an intense flavour and taste. 
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Ambient products 
Chocolate based products 

Title 

Enrobing chocolate 

Natra Cacao I Spanish easy melt dark chocolate 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

CCP00277 20kg 

Easy melt chocolate made from cocoa butter. A careful blending, refining and conching of the ingredients in our supplier's delicious recipes. 

Natra Cacao I Spanish easy melt milk chocolate CCP00276 20kg 

Easy melt chocolate made from cocoa butter, no other fat or oil is used. It gives the chocolate an intense flavour and taste. 

Natra Cacao I Spanish easy melt white chocolate CCP00275 20kg 

Easy melt chocolate made from cocoa butter. In drop format this chocolate can be easily melted and applied in manufacturing. 

Bakestable 

Belcolade I Bakestable Belgian dark chocolate chips CCP00222 25kg 

These are made with a lower proportion of cocoa butter than regular chocolate so that they retain their shape and crunch even when baked. 
This makes them perfect as an inclusion added to cake/muffin batters, cookies and pastries before baking. With 50.5% cocoa solids they have a 
balanced dark chocolate taste with a mild bitterness and fresh fruity note. The chips are of a medium size with approximately 10,000 chips per kg. 

Belcolade I Bakestable Belgian dark chocolate chunks CCP00061 25kg 

These are made with a lower proportion of cocoa butter than regular chocolate, perfect as an inclusion added to cake/muffin batters, cookies and 
pastries before baking. With 50.5% cocoa solids they have a balanced dark chocolate taste with a mild bitterness and fresh fruity note. 

Belcolade I Bakestable Belgian milk chocolate chips CCP00220 10kg 

These are made with a lower proportion of cocoa butter than regular chocolate so that they retain their shape and crunch even when baked. 
This makes them perfect as an inclusion added to cake/muffin batters, cookies and pastries before baking. With 28.5% cocoa solids and made 
using Belcolade's Lait Selection recipe they have a perfectly balanced sweet, milky and cocoa taste. 

Belcolade I Bakestable Belgian milk chocolate chunks CCP00195 1kg 

These Belgian milk chocolate (28.5%) chunks (10mmx9mmx3mm) are made using Belcolade's Lait Selection recipe to give a perfectly balanced 
sweet, milky, cocoa taste. Their bakestable formulation means that their keep their flavour, shape and texture even when heated making them 
perfect as an inclusion in cookies, cakes, muffins and traybakes. 

Belcolade I Bakestable Belgian white chocolate (24.5%) chunks 

Ideal for decorating cupcakes, ice cream, plated desserts and pastries. 

Belcolade I Bakestable Belgian white chocolate chips 

CCP00194 

CCP00221 

10kg 

1kg 

These are made with a lower proportion of cocoa butter than regular chocolate. With 24.5% cocoa solids they have a creamy, balanced white 
chocolate taste with a mild vanilla flavour and a note of cooked milk. The chips are approximately 10,000 chips per kg. 

First Grade I Bakestable dark chocolate chips CCP00290 12kg 

These dark chocolate chips add a rich dark chocolate flavour to numerous bakery applications such as cookies, biscuits, brownies, cakes, muffins, 
ice cream, pastries, doughnuts and decoration. They are bake stable up to 200°( ensuring the chocolate retains its shape after baking. 

First Grade I Bakestable dark chocolate chunks CCP00287 12kg 

These dark chocolate chunks add a rich dark chocolate flavour to numerous bakery applications such as cookies, biscuits, brownies, cakes, muffins, 
ice cream, pastries, doughnuts and decoration. They are bake stable up to 200°( ensuring the chocolate retains its shape after baking. 

First Grade I Bakestable milk chocolate chips CCP00292 12kg 

These milk chocolate chips are suitable for a variety of bakery applications such as cookies, biscuits, brownies, cakes, muffins, ice cream, pastries, 
doughnuts and more. They are bake stable up to 200°( ensuring the chocolate retains its shape after baking. 

First Grade I Bakestable milk chocolate chunks CCP00289 12kg 

These milk chocolate chunks are suitable for a variety of bakery applications such as cookies, biscuits, brownies, cakes, muffins, ice cream, pastries, 
doughnuts and more. They are bake stable up to 200°( ensuring the chocolate retains its shape after baking. 

FGI I Bakestable white chocolate chips CCP00291 12kg 

These white chocolate chips a delicious creamy flavour to bakery products. Suitable for bakery applications such as cookies, biscuits, blondies, 
cakes, muffins, ice cream, pastries, doughnuts and more. They are bake stable up to 200°( ensuring the chocolate retains its shape after baking. 

FGI I Bakestable white chocolate chunks CCP00288 12kg 

These white chocolate chunks a delicious creamy flavour to bakery products. Suitable for bakery applications such as cookies, biscuits, blondies, 
cakes, muffins, ice cream, pastries, doughnuts and more. They are bake stable up to 200°( ensuring the chocolate retains its shape after baking. 
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Title Sku Pack size Allergens 

Chocolate flavoured coatings/compound 

CSM I Farma I Milk chocolate flavoured coating GEM00072 2x5kg 

Dark coloured with the bitterness of dark chocolate sweetened with milky notes. 

lrca I White chocolate and pistachio flavour coating MIS00677 3kg 

Pistachio flavoured frosting for donuts, eclair, cream puffs, cakes and other baked goods. Its plastic and elastic texture avoid cracking or breaking. It 
maintains its glossy shine even throughout freezing. No viscosity at room temperature. 

RW Scott I Milk chocolate flavoured enrobing coating CCP00159 12.5kg 

Specifically formulated for enrobing work in the bakery, this all-purpose coating is easy to apply and results in a smoothly textured coating with a 
rich milk chocolate appearance and flavour. 

Unigra I Dark chocolate flavoured enrobing compound CCP00249 20kg 

These dark chocolate flavoured buttons are perfect for enrobing or drizzling. They melt easily, set hard with a bright sheen and have a distinct cocoa 
taste. 

Unigra I Milk chocolate flavoured enrobing compound CCP00250 20kg 

These milk chocolate flavoured buttons are perfect for enrobing or drizzling. They melt easily, set hard with a bright sheen and have a distinct 
milky cocoa taste. 

Unigra I White enrobing compound CCP00251 20kg 

These white buttons are perfect for enrobing or drizzling. They melt easily, set hard with a bright sheen and have a distinct milky taste reminiscent 
of white chocolate. 

Chocolate beans 

Maril lo I Apricot halves CCP00094 3kg 

These milk chocolate beans have a smooth chocolate centre coated with a colourful, crisp shell. 

Chocolate flakes 

Dawn Foods I Milk chocolate flake bars DAW00116 140 pack 

These eye-catching milk chocolate flake bars have a creamy chocolate taste and crumble in the mouth texture. Perfect for adding extra flavour and 
mouth/eel when decorating muffins, cupcakes and cakes. Each bar has three breaks for easy portioning. 

Dawn Foods I White chocolate flake bars DAW00115 140 pack 

These eye-catching white chocolate flake bars have a creamy taste and crumble in the mouth texture. Perfect for adding extra flavour and mouth/eel when 
decorating muffins, cupcakes and cakes. 

FGI I Milk chocolate top flakes MIS00433 5.1kg 

These eye-catching white chocolate flake bars have a creamy taste and crumble in the mouth texture. Perfect for adding extra flavour and mouth/eel when 
decorating muffins, cupcakes and cakes. 
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Ambient products 
Chocolate based products 

Title 

Chocolate tubes 

Dobla I Decotube I Dark chocolate decorative tubes 

Tasty dark chocolate decotube to add decoration and taste to your bakes. 

Dobla I Decotube I Milk chocolate decorative tubes 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

DAW00062 140 pack 

DAW00061 140 pack 

These milk chocolate, decorative tubes will add a bit of flair to your cakes and desserts., Made with real milk chocolate they taste as good as they look. 

Dobla I Decotube I White chocolate decorative tubes DAW00060 140 pack 

These white chocolate, decorative tubes will add a bit of f lair to your cakes and desserts., Made with real white chocolate they taste as good as they look. 

Chocolate eggs 

Milk Chocolate eggs CCP00095 3kg 

These milk chocolate eggs are coated in a smooth, crunchy shell decorated in multiple colours for added interest. 

Croissant sticks 

Callebaut I Belgian dark chocolate croissant 

and pain au chocolat sticks 

CCP00219 1.6kg 

These Belgian dark chocolate (42.5% cocoa solids) sticks (8cm) make luxuriant chocolate croissants and pain au chocolat. To use, place sticks in the 
centre of pastry before baking (resists temperatures up to 200 degrees without burning) to get a rich, real chocolate melt in the middle. 

Other chocolate shapes 

Dobla I Dark chocolate fan shaped decoration DAW00063 245 pack 

These will add a bit of flair to your cakes and desserts. Made with real dark chocolate they taste as good as they look. 

Dobla I Diablo I Dark & white choc triangle decorations DAW00066 290 pack 

These will add a bit of flair to your cakes and desserts. Made with real chocolate they taste as good as they look. 

Type of shapes 

Buttons Vermicelli Shavings 

Chunks Curls 
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There are so many types of chocolate, and they all have very different applications. 

Bakestable chocolate: 

Usually available in Chips (grains) and 
Chunks, bakestable chocolate can withstand 

high temperatures and will hold more of 
its shape when baked. This means it is perfect 

for including in Cookies, Muffins and Cakes mixes. 
They are also delicious as atopping/decoration 

on baked goods. 

Chocolate flavoured coatings/compounds: 

Compound chocolate and chocolate flavoured 
coatings are a cheaper alternative to real chocolate. 

They are made from vegetable fat and cocoa 
powder. (As opposed to real chocolate which is 
made from cocoa mass and cocoa butter) Unlike 

real chocolate, there is no need to temper 
compound Chocolate. 

Enrobing (couverture) chocolate: 

Usually available in buttons, or callets. Enrobing is a process that involves covering or coating a product 
with chocolate. Enrobing Chocolate or Easy Melt chocolate as it is also known, is formulated to melt and 

poor smoothly. Enrobing Chocolate performs best when tempered (either in the microwave, or using 
a tempering machine). Once melted it is perfect for adding to a cake mix such as a Brownie, 

or for dipping or pouring over baked goods or confectionery. 
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Ambient products 
Cocoa powder 

Title 

Black cocoa powder 10-12% fat 

Sku 

CCP00279 

Pack size 

25kg 

Allergens 

•••••••• 

This black alkalised cocoa powder has a dark brown colour and reduced fat content of 10-12%. The blend is made of the highest-quality cocoa and 
will be a perfect choice for large scale producers. 

Castle Chocolatiers I Alkalised cocoa powder 20-22% fat CCP00129 5kg 

100% pure cocoa powder with 20 - 22% fat and alkalised ('Dutched') for a gentler, less acidic flavour. Perfect for flavouring bakery mixes and 
biscuit dough. 

Cocoa powder 20-22% fat CCP00280 25kg 

This 100% pure alkalised cocoa powder has a medium to brown colour and a fat content of 20-22%. The blend is made of the highest-quality cocoa 
and will be a perfect choice for large scale producers. 

Cocoa powder tulip 535 CCP00155 25kg 

This Cocoa Powder has a rich deep chocolate color. Suitable for a variety of foods such as cakes, desserts, brownies to cookies. Use it to flavor ice 
cream, biscuits, cream, dairy drinks and cakes. 

Light brown cocoa powder 10-12% fat CCP00278 25kg 

This light brown alkalised cocoa powder has a lights brown colour and reduced fat content of 10-12%. The blend is made of the highest-quality 
cocoa and will be a perfect choice for large scale producers. 

Natra Cacao I Black cocoa powder 10-12% fat MIS00044 25kg 

Bitter, intense, dutched (alkalised) for lovers of decadent dark chocolate. 10 -12% fat and black in colour. Perfect for biscuits, snacks and sauces. 

Nederland I Alkalised cocoa powder 10-12% fat M1S00208 25kg 

100% pure cocoa powder with 10-12% fat and alkalised ('Dutched') for a gentler, less acidic flavour. Perfect for flavouring bakery mixes and biscuit dough. 

Did you 
know? 
Dutch process cocoa powder 
(also sometimes called "alkalized," 
"European style," or "Dutched") 
is washed with a potassium carbonate 
solution that neutralizes cocoa's acidity 
to a pH of 7 . 

.. 
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Ambient products 
Marzipans 

Title 

Renshaw I Golden Marzipan 

Renshaw I Marzipan 

Sku 

GEM00595 

SUG00738 

Pack size 

2x5kg 

2x5kg 

Allergens 

••••• 

••••• 

Renshaw's marzipan is made from a blend of European and Californian almonds and granite rolled for a compressed, smooth finish. Each case 
contains two 5kg blocks of marzipan. 

Fruits - Dried & fillings 

Chopped dates DRF00094 10kg 

These naturally sweet dates have been stoned, chopped and then lightly dusted in rice flour to prevent them sticking. Dates can be used as an 
inclusion and flavouring in cakes and biscuits, acting as a healthier replacement for sugar at the same time. 

Double cut orange and lemon mixed peel DRF00064 10kg 

This mixed peel is made from the skins of oranges (80%) and lemons (20%) which are candied in sugar syrup and then double chopped to give 
finer cubes than regular mixed peel. 

Glace Cherry Halves DRF00104 10kg 

To make these glace cherries, fresh cherries are sliced, de-stoned and de-stalked then, infused with, sugar syrup. The resulting glace cherries have a 
firm texture, sweet cherry flavour and wonderful shine.Our glace cherries come in a 10kg plastic bag sealed within a cardboard box. 

Greek Provincial currants DRF00001 12.5kg 

These currants are cultivated and dried in Greece, widely believed to be the home of the original currant. With a tart flavour and chewy, firm texture 
they give a distinctive taste and mouth/eel when used as an inclusion in baked goods such as biscuits or Eccles cakes. 

Renshaw I Ginger crush PSH00068 5kg 

Renshaw Ginger Crush is the finest quality preserved and crushed Chinese stem ginger, for blending through cake or biscuit batter. 

Sunripened Turkish raisins DRF00083 12.5kg 

Made from dried white grapes which are then slowly ripened in the Turkish sun, these raisins are sweet with a dark brown red colour. They give a 
sweet hit and interesting mouth/eel when used as an inclusion in baked goods such as biscuits, scones or cakes. 

Whole and broken glace cherries E127 DRF00075 10kg 

This 10kg pack of glace cherries (also known as candied cherries) contains a mix of crushed, broken and a few whole cherries. The variety of shapes 
and sizes makes them a more interesting inclusion in cakes and baked goods, and their bright red colour gives a striking appearance. Saturated in 
syrup, these glace cherries are sweet, stone-less and stem-less. 

Turkish sultanas DRF00005 12.5kg 

Made from dried white seedless grapes, these Turkish sultanas are plump, sweet, juicy and golden brown in colour. They give a sweet hit and 
succulent mouth/eel when used as an inclusion in baked goods such as biscuits, scones, fruit loaves or cakes. 
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Ambient products 
Nuts & seeds 

Title 

Nuts 

Almond flakes 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

NUT00030 10kg 

Blanched almonds sliced into thin flakes. These sweet and fragrant flaked almonds are a perfect inclusion or decoration for bakery goods and cakes. 

Ground almonds 

Blanched almonds ground into a free-flowing powder. 

HBS I Chopped mixed nuts (2-6mm) 

NUT00072 

NUT00070 

10kg 

12.5Kg 

This mix contain equal parts of nuts with blends of walnuts, pecans, Brazil nuts, macadamias, cashews, almonds, hazelnuts, pistachios and peanuts. 

Light amber walnut pieces NUT00064 12.5kg 

These walnut pieces have a firm texture, mildly bitter nutty taste and light amber colour. 

Roasted peanut nibs NUT00026 12.5kg 

These peanuts have been crushed then roasted for a crunchy texture and a warm, nutty flavour. Perfect as an inclusion or decoration. 

Tradewinds I Nibbed walnuts NUTOOOOS 10kg 

With their slightly bitter nutty flavour and firm texture, these nibbed walnuts are a popular inclusion in baked goods. Rich in healthy oils and 
nutrients they are also a great addition to salads or as a snack. 

Tradewinds I Walnut pieces NUT00057 1kg 

Tradewinds walnut pieces have a firm texture, mildly bitter nutty taste and amber colour. They are laser sorted, graded and hand sorted with a 
shelf life of 1 month once the product is opened. 

Seeds 

Blue poppy seeds PSH00036 25kg 

These poppy seeds have a blue-black appearance and crisp, firm texture. Ideal for adding crunch and eye-catching interest to breads, bagels, cakes 
and crackers. 

Brown linseed PSH00015 25kg 

Brown linseeds are rich in fibre and essential fatty acids, the seeds can be ground down to make flaxseed which can be used in baking as an egg 
replacement for vegans. 

Golden linseed PSH00002 25kg 

These crunchy, golden linseeds are great for adding texture and interest to breads and rolls. 

Pumpkin kernels PSH00051 25kg 

This is a regular, no-frills economy pack of plain pumpkin seeds. They are of grade AA quality, and suitable for snacking, seed mixes, baking and a 
wide variety of recipes. 

Tradewinds I Hulled white sesame seeds 

Tradewinds I Hulled white sesame seeds 

PSH00075 

PSH00023 

1kg 

25kg 

These hulled white sesame seeds have had their outer covering (hull) removed to reveal the tiny white oil rich seeds inside. Sesame seeds are 
great for adding texture and interest to breads and rolls. 

Tradewinds I Sunflower kernels 

Tradewinds I Sunflower kernels 

PSH00074 

PSHOOOSO 

1kg 

25kg 

• •••••

•••••• 

These crunchy, oil rich sunflower kernels (sometimes referred to as sunflower seeds) are great for adding texture and interest to breads and rolls. 
They have a mild nutty flavour and are delicious sprinkled on salads or cereals and good to bake with . 
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Ambient products 
Nuts & seeds 

Title 

Coconut 

Fine desiccated coconut (Preservative free) 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

MIS00011 25kg 

To make this desiccated coconut, the white flesh of the coconut is ground to a fine grained powder. Use as an inclusion and decoration in coconut 
cakes, biscuits and macaroons to add flavour and texture. 

Medium desiccated coconut MIS00003 25kg 

To make this desiccated coconut, the white flesh of the coconut is ground to a powder with medium grain sizes. Use as an inclusion and decoration 
in coconut cakes, biscuits and macaroons to add flavour and texture. 

Dark Toasted Coconut (Preservative free) MIS00686 10kg 

This medium desiccated toasted coconut is made from the shredded and dried white meat of coconuts which is then toasted for a brown colour 
with a characteristic flavour. 502 free. 

Tradewinds I Fine desiccated coconut MIS00634 1kg 

To make this desiccated coconut, the white flesh of the coconut is ground to a fine grained powder. Use as an inclusion and decoration in coconut 
cakes, biscuits and macaroons to add flavour and texture. 

Spices & seasonings 

Ginger powder PSH00027 

Ground ginger is a versatile ingredient which gives a warm zing to baked goods and savoury dishes. 

Ground ginger 

Ground cinnamon 

Ground cinnamon 

PSH00039 

PSH00038 

PSH00083 

25kg 

2kg 

12.5kg 

1kg 

This finely ground cinnamon adds a distinctively warm, sweet and spicy taste to cakes, pastries and other baked goods. 

Ground nutmeg 

This ground nutmeg is aromatic with warm and woody notes. 

White ground pepper 

PSH00091 3kg 

PSH00041 2kg 

• •••••

••••• 

••••• 

Perfect for seasoning sausages, burgers etc. The dried, whole ripe fruits of the pepper vine, heat-treated and ground to a fine powder. 

Sleaford I Sausage meat extender GEM00421 12.5Kg 

Meat extenders are non-meat substances with substantial protein content. Extenders are distinguished from fillers by their high protein content, 
compared to the high carbohydrate content of fillers. 

Tradewinds I Ground cinnamon PSH00034 2kg 

Ground Cinnamon is a naturally sweet spice with a truly distinctive flavour. It pairs well with sweet treats, baking or sprinkled on hot drinks and 
porridge. 

Tradewinds I Ground mixed spice 

Tradewinds I Ground mixed spice 

PSH00009 

PSH00037 

25kg 

2kg 

• •••••

•••••• 

A classic blend of the highest quality sweet spices including caraway, cardamom, cinnamon, cloves, coriander, ginger, fennel, and nutmeg. Truly a 
store cupboard essential, which is ideal for baking and cooking both sweet and savoury dishes. 

White pepper PSH00042 2kg 

The dried, whole ripe fruits of the pepper vine, heat-treated and ground to a fine powder. 
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Canned goods 

Title 

Canned fruit 

Maril lo I Apricot halves 

Ripe, juicy, sweet apricot halves in pear juice. 

Maril lo I Fruit cocktail in juice 

Sku 

CAN00003 

CAN00005 

Succulent chunks of pear, peach, pineapple, grape and cherry bathed in pear juice. 

Maril lo I Peeled apple segments CAN00042 

Pack size Allergens 

6x2.6kg 

6x2.5kg 

6x2.6kg 

Peeled, cored and sliced Morgenduft and Granny Smith apple segments. Ready to use straight from the tin without draining. 

Maril lo I Pineapple slices in juice CAN00046 6x3.05kg 

Succulent and sweet, these pineapple slices in pineapple juice are pre-cut and prepared to save you time. 

Maril lo I Tinned diced apple 

Diced cubes of sweet crunchy apple ready to use in your bakery fillings. 

Princes I Tinned Rhubarb 

CAN00010 

CAN00007 

Stems of rhubarb packed fresh from the field to preserve their flavour and colour. 

Sombrero I Pear halves in light syrup CAN00002 

Sombrero pear halves in light syrup can be used for baking your desserts. 

Canned tomatoes 

Fontinella I Chopped tomatoes CAN00015 

Canned meat & fish 

Five Ocean's I Tuna chunks in brine CAN00043 

6x4.15kg 

6x2.82kg 

6x3kg 

6x2.5kg 

6x1.7kg 

Meaty chunks of skipjack tuna loins packed in brine (water and salt). Perfect for tuna sandwiches and fish pies. 

Tinned stewed steak CAN00030 4x3.85kg 

These are made from 95% pure beef cooked in their natural juices to bring out the flavour and potato flour to enhance texture. 

Savoury fillings, gravies and thickening agents 

Beef gravy powder MIS00157 12.5kg 

When mixed with hot water this beef gravy powder produces a rich brown, aromatic sauce with a deep beef flavour. 

BFP I Dried onion flakes (Kibbled onions) DRF00112 14kg 

These dried onion flakes (kibbled onions) are an easy, cost-effective way to flavour savoury dishes and baked goods. We also stock frozen diced onion. 

Potato flakes MIS00394 12.5kg 

These potato flakes have been cooked, mashed and dehydrated ready for use as a baking additive to give fluffier, moister bakes. 

BFP I Corn flour STA00158 3kg 

This cornflour (also known as corn starch) is perfect for thickening sauces and gravies without impacting flavour. 

Cargill I Corn flour STA00003 25kg 

This corn flour (also known as maize starch) is a naturally gluten free alternative to regular flour and has much greater thickening power. 

Macphie I Pizza topping GEM00040 6kg 

A rich blend of tomatoes and herbs, ready to use straight from the pail a great way to use up day-old baguettes as a French bread pizza. 

Macphie I White sauce GEM00044 12x1L 

A delicately flavoured, smooth white sauce offering an extremely versatile base that remains tolerant to other ingredients and so can be used as a 
base in a wide range of dishes. 
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Ambient products 
Pastry cases & ready to fill 

Title 

Dawn Foods I Fluted neutral pastry mini tarts (5cm) 

Sku 

DAW00027 

Pack size 

258 pack 

Allergens 

•••••• 

These small (5cm) mini pastry tarts have an attractive fluted edge, crispy texture and light golden-brown colour. They're completely ready-to-use 
straight from the box (no baking required) and take fillings well. With a neutral pastry flavour they can be used with sweet or savoury fillings. 

Dawn Foods I Parisien choux buns DAW00050 96 pack 

Made from soft, golden brown choux pastry these choux buns are completely ready-to-use. Just fill and serve. 

Dawn Foods I Pruve I Cream horns (13cm) GEM00349 72 pack 

These large (13cm) cream horns are made from flaky pastry crafted into the classic spiral horn shape and then coated with crunchy sweet sugar 
grains. They're completely ready-to-use and have great moisture resistance making them ideal for taking cream fillings. 

Dawn Foods I Pruve I Giant eclairs (16cm) GEM00056 100 pack 

These giant (16cm) choux pastry eclairs are light and airy. They're completely ready-to-use and have great moisture resistance making them ideal 
for taking cream fillings. 

Dawn Foods I Pruve I 'Straight Dutch' sweet pastry tarts (10cm) DAW00028 96 pack 

These round 10cm straight edged sweet pastry tarts have a crispy texture, light golden-brown colour and sweet baked pastry taste. 
They're completely ready-to-use straight from the box (no baking required) and take fillings well. 

Dawn Foods I Sweet pastry tarts (8cm) DAW00010 144 pack 

These medium sized (8cm) ready-to-fill sweet pastry tarts have a straight edge, satisfying crumbly texture and great moisture resistance making 
them ideal for taking all types of wet fillings from fruit jellies to custards. 

Gingerbread Men GEM00400 105 pack 

These gingerbread men have a satisfying crunch, crumbly mouth/eel and warm ginger flavour. Each case contains 105 gingerbread men undecorated so 
that you can add your own signature. 

Pidy I Sweet pastry tarts (9.1cm) GEM00628 108 pack 

These round sweet shortcrust pastry tarts (9.1cm diameter and 1.7cm height) have a crunchy texture, golden-brown colour and sweet pastry taste. 
They're completely ready-to-use (no baking required) - just fill and plate or heat if desired. Made with free range eggs. 
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Ambient products 
Condiments & sauces 

Title 

BFP I Real mayonnaise 

Sku 

CND00002 

This smooth, thick and creamy mayonnaise is made from real egg and comes in a 10 litre tub. 

Lions I Salad cream MIS00689 

Pack size 

10L 

2x2.27Itr 

Allergens 

••••• 

Lion's traditional salad cream is packed with that tangy taste which is the perfect accompaniment to salads and sandwiches. 

Lions I Tomato ketchup MIS00690 2x2.27Itr 

Made with the finest ingredients to create a fully-rounded ketchup with a deep, sweet tomato flavour. 

Lions I Mayonnaise MIS00693 2x2.27Itr 

This mayonnaise has an excellent taste and consistency and it's perfect for salads and sandwiches. 

Uncle Johns I Tomato ketchup MIS00691 6x1Itr 

The 1L squeezable bottle helps to easily apply this tomato sauce without any wastage or messy spills. 

Uncle Johns I Mayonnaise MIS00694 6x1Itr 

This mayonnaise has an excellent taste and consistency and it's perfect for salads and sandwiches. 

Uncle Johns I Sweet Chilli Sauce MIS00692 6x1Itr 

Add a little heat to your meals with this tasty ready to use sweet chilli sauce. 

Flavourings & colourings 

Colourings 

BFP I Natural egg yellow colour GEM00329 1L 

This egg yellow food colour will bring the bright yellow colour to any food. Best used for cakes, boiled sweets, creams, and icing. Only a small 
ammount is needed to get the perfect colour. 

Flavourings 

Artisan's Choice I Vanilla flavouring and colouring liquid EFC00051 1kg 

This liquid vanilla flavouring will give a light brown tint and rich vanilla flavour to your creations. 

BFP I Almond flavouring liquid EFC00052 1kg 

This liquid almond flavouring will give a authentic nutty almond flavour to your creations. 

BFP I Bunspice flavouring GEM00326 1kg 

This concentrated liquid bun spice flavouring gives a warm, spiced flavour to bakery products such as hot cross buns. 

BFP I Caramel flavouring EFC00118 1kg 

This liquid flavouring gives a rich Caramel flavour and taste to baked goods and desserts. 

BFP I Chocolate flavouring EFC00046 1kg 

This liquid flavouring gives a rich chocolate flavour and taste to baked goods and desserts. 

BFP I Coffee flavouring EFC00048 1kg 

This liquid, coffee flavouring gives a rich coffee flavour and colour to cakes and other bakery products. 

BFP I Concentrated liquid chocolate flavouring GEM00328 1kg 

With a rich chocolate taste and colour, this concentrated chocolate flavouring packs a real flavour hit. 

BFP I Concentrated liquid rum flavouring EFC000S0 1kg 

Use this concentrated liquid rum flavouring to give your bakes a rum taste without any alcohol. 
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Title 

BFP I Maple flavouring 

Sku 

EFC00119 

This liquid flavouring gives a rich Maple flavour and taste to baked goods and desserts 

BFP I Natural lemon flavouring GEM00330 

Pack size 

1kg 

1kg 

Made from all natural ingredients this lemon flavouring goes a long way and gives a zesty punch to your creations. 

BFP I Olde english toffee flavouring EFC00120 1kg 

This liquid flavouring gives a rich toffee flavour and taste to baked goods and desserts. 

BFP I Raspberry flavouring EFC00121 1kg 

This liquid flavouring gives a rich Raspberry flavour and taste to baked goods and desserts. 

BFP I Vanilla flavouring GEM00337 1kg 

This liquid vanilla flavouring will give a light brown tint and rich vanilla flavour to your creations. 

Dawn I Bari I Bitter almond flavouring EFC00063 4kg 

Bari Bitter Almond Flavouring is mafe with the best ingredients in a squeezable bottle with an anti-drip cap. 

Dawn Foods I Favorit I Orange flavouring MIS00487 1kg 

Use this liquid bake-stable orange flavouring at 5g per kg of dough to add a zesty, warm orange taste to your bakes. 

Dawn Foods I Palermo lemon liquid flavouring EFC00061 1kg 

Allergens 

•••••• 

This bake stable liquid flavouring, captures the vibrant, zesty taste and smell of, lemons from the famed Palermo region of Sicily. It is highly 
concentrated and with just 5 grams needed to flavour 1kg of dough one bottle goes a long way. 

Dawn Foods I Vanilla flavouring EFC00062 1kg 

This liquid vanilla flavouring is made from the finest quality vanilla. It will give a light brown tint and rich vanilla flavour to your creations. It's also 
bake stable and freeze/thaw stable so none of that flavour or colour will be lost along the way. And with just 5 grams needed to flavour 1kg of 
dough/mass one bottle goes a long way. 

Concentrated flavouring pastes 

Dawn Foods I Mango compound DAW00106 4x1kg 

Compounds are perfect for creating a variety of enticing tastes and colours to elevate your bakery creations. They can be used with nearly any 
baked goods including frostings, fillings, creams, ice creams, chocolate or praline fillings, dairy products, milk shakes and more 

Dawn Foods I Raspberry compound EFC00066 4x1kg 

This concentrated flavour paste, has a high fruit content to give a sweet raspberry, flavour and colour to your frostings and fillings. With, real raspberry 
pieces throughout, it adds to the mouthfeel and visual appeal of your creations at the same time. Contains no, artificial flavours, colours or preservatives . 
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Chilled products 
Fresh yeast 

Title 

Wet yeast 

NG&SF I Baker's wet yeast 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

MIS00425 12x1kg 

NG&SF Baker's Wet Yeast is a fast acting baker's compressed yeast, designed for use in high speed, no-time dough processes (a 'Chorleywood 
bread process') for a soft, fluffy loaf. 

Egg 

Liquid whole egg 

BFP I Chilled pasteurised liquid whole egg CHL00028 10kg 

This pack contains 10kg of liquid whole egg which has been filtered to remove impurities, homogenised to blend yolk with white and then 
pasteurised to destroy naturally occurring harmful bacteria. Using pasteurised liquid egg bring several benefits over the use of individual eggs. 
It has a longer shelf life, it can be precisely measured and it reduces the potential of harm from bacteria such as salmonella. 

Fresh fruit fillings 

Pie filling 

Mackle Apple I Diced Bramley apple filling (10mm) CHL00064 10kg 

The Mackle family have been growing Bramley apples on their British and Irish orchards for over 30 years. This apple pie filling is made with 
freshly diced Bramley apple cut into 10mm pieces and then suspended in a sugar syrup. 
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Frozen products 
Egg 

Title 

Pasteurised egg 

Frozen whole pasteurised egg 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

FRZ00156 10kg 

This 10kg easy-dispense tub contain whole egg (white and yolk) which has been pasteurised and then frozen to lock in freshness and shelf life. 

Butter 

Salted 

Frozen salted butter DAI00033 25kg 

This salted butter is frozen shortly after production to lock in flavour, taste and shelf life. Using frozen salted butter in your bakery or kitchen 
reduces wastage as you can simply take the desired weight from the block and thaw leaving the rest frozen for another batch. 

Unsalted 

Frozen unsalted butter DAI00059 25kg 

This unsalted butter is frozen shortly after production to lock in flavour, taste and shelf life. Using frozen unsalted butter in your bakery or kitchen 
reduces wastage as you can simply take the desired weight from the block and thaw leaving the rest frozen for another batch. 

Meat, pou I try & seafood 

Boneless chicken breast 

Frozen cooked chicken FRZ00055 2.5kg 

This boneless, skinless chicken breast is steam cooked for a plumper, tender meat, then diced and quick frozen to lock in freshness. 

North Atlantic prawns 

Sykes I Cooked & peeled prawns 40% 

Cooked and Peeled North Atlantic Prawns IQF Large. 

FRZ00346 
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Frozen products 
Pies, pasties, slices & Sausage rolls

Title 

BFP I Frozen ready-to-bake beef & vegetable pasties 

Sku 

FRZ00020 

Pack size 

30 pack 

Allergens 

•• 

Our frozen beef & vegetable pasties are filled with tender pieces of beef mixed with a medley of vegetables and then encased in a crispy puff 
pastry coating shaped in the traditional pasty style. They come ready to bake so all you need to do is put them in the oven. 

BFP I Frozen ready-to-bake cheese & onion slices FRZ00018 30 pack 

Our frozen cheese & onion slices are filled with onion pieces in a rich, smooth cheese sauce then encased in a crispy puff pastry coating. They come 
pre-glazed and ready to bake so all you need to do is put them in the oven. 

BFP I Frozen ready-to-bake chicken & mushroom slice FRZ00021 30 pack 

Our frozen chicken & mushroom slices are filled with tender chicken in a creamy white sauce and encased in a crispy puff pastry coating. 
They come pre-glazed and ready to bake so all you need to do is put them in the oven. 

BFP I Frozen ready-to-bake chicken curry slice FRZ00016 30 pack 

Our frozen chicken curry slices are filled with tender chicken in a mildly spiced, warming curry sauce and encased in a crispy puff pastry coating. 
They come pre-glazed and ready to bake so all you need to do is put them in the oven. 

BFP I Frozen ready-to-bake chicken slice FRZ00032 30 pack 

Our frozen chicken slices are filled with tender chicken in a creamy white sauce and encased in a crispy puff pastry coating. They come 
pre-glazed and ready to bake so all you need to do is put them in the oven. 

BFP I Frozen ready-to-bake premium sausage rolls (8inch) FRZ00381 40 pack 

Our frozen sausage rolls are filled with a soft seasoned pork sausage and then encased in a puff pastry coating which crisps when baked. They come 
pre-glazed and ready to bake so all you need to do is put them in the oven. 

BFP I Frozen ready-to-bake sausage rolls (8inch) FRZ00160 40 pack 

Our frozen sausage rolls are filled with a soft seasoned pork sausage and then encased in a puff pastry coating which crisps when baked. 
They come pre-glazed and ready to bake so all you need to do is put them in the oven. 

BFP I Frozen ready-to-bake steak slice FRZ00019 30 pack 

Our frozen steak slices are filled with tender steak pieces in a rich, meaty gravy sauce encased in a crispy puff pastry coating. They come 
pre-glazed and ready to bake so all you need to do is put them in the oven. 

BFP I Frozen ready-to-bake vegan sausage rolls (6inch) FRZ00364 40 pack 

Our vegan sausage rolls contain a soft, meat-free filling with warm spicy notes and are wrapped in a crispy puff pastry., They, come ready to bake 
so all you need to do is put them in the oven. 

Pars Foods I Frozen ready-to-bake Scotch pies FRZ00357 12 pack 

These frozen ready-to-bake Scotch Pies have a rich, slightly spiced minced beef filling nestled in a golden brown, doughy pastry pie with rice cone 
dusted lid. 

Pennylane Foods I Ready-to-bake peppered steak slices FRZ00384 36x175gm 

Each of these slices is filled with succulent peppered steak encased in a light puff pastry and then topped with rusk and poppy seed for an 
eye-catching finish. Pre-glazed and ready to bake from frozen. 

Proper Cornish I Ready-to-bake mixed steak pasty FRZ00349 20x283g 

A traditional pasty consisting of fresh vegetables layered with diced beef then encased in a hand crimped pastry case. Ready to bake from frozen. 

Wright's Pies I 6" Sausage rolls FRZ00337 66x120gm 

Frozen, unbaked savoury pork sausage meat encased in a traditional, oblong puff pastry casing. 

Wright's Pies I Chicken & mushroom slice FRZ00219 36x175gm 

Chunks of succulent chicken in a creamy mushroom sauce encased in puff pastry - Frozen unbaked. 

Wright's Pies I Chicken balti pies FRZ00233 24x240gm 

Frozen unbaked chicken Balli pies have chicken pieces in a balti sauce with coriander pastry & cumin seeds on the lid. 

Wright's Pies I Creamy vegetable lattice 

Frozen unbaked creamy vegetable lattice slices. 

FRZ00218 36x160gm 

• 
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Title Sku 

Wright's Pies I Frozen ready-to-bake beef & vegetable pasties FRZ00223 

Pack size 

30x216gm 

Allergens 

••• 

Encased in a puff pastry with a traditional crimped finish, these pasties are jam packed with succulent minced beef and hearty vegetables 
(potatoes, onions, carrots and swedes) lightly spiced with pepper. Ready to bake from frozen. 

Wright's Pies I Ready-to-bake cheese, onion and potato slices FRZ00320 36 pack 

Each of these slices contains a satisfying portion of onion and potato encased in a light puff pastry with a rich cheese sauce. Ready to bake from frozen. 

Wright's Pies I Ready-to-bake chicken & mushroom pies (195g) FRZ00308 30 pack 

Topped with a crispy puff pastry lid, these frozen pies have a satisfying shortcrust pastry base filled with tender chicken and mushrooms bathed 
in a rich sauce. Each pie comes in its own individual foil tray ready to bake from frozen. 

Wright's Pies I Frozen ready-to-bake jumbo sausage rolls FRZ00322 48 pack 

These jumbo sausage rolls are filled with a soft seasoned pork sausage and then encased in a light puff pastry coating which crisps when baked. 
They come pre-glazed and ready to bake so all you need to do is put them in the oven. 

Wright's Pies I Ready-to-bake steak & kidney 
puff pastry pie (195g) 

FRZ00213 32 pack 

Topped with a crispy puff pastry lid, these frozen pies have a satisfying shortcrust pastry base filled with succulent steak and kidney in a rich gravy. 
Each pie comes in its own individual foil tray ready to bake from frozen. 

Wright's Pies I Peppered steak slice FRZ00323 36x175gm 

Unbaked peppered steak slice are frozen steak filled slices encased in a traditional puff pastry. 

Wright's Pies I Premium chicken & mushroom pies FRZ00230 24x240gm 

Frozen, unbaked round chicken & mushroom pies made with a shortcrust pastry base and puff pastry lid. 

Wright's Pies I Steak slices FRZ00221 36x175gm 

Steak Slices [36x175g] is a frozen, unbaked, rich steak filling encased in a traditional puff pastry. 

Viennoiserie / pastries 

Sweet 

Bridor I Frozen ready-to-bake almond croissants (90g) FRZ00167 60 pack 

Made with a pure butter recipe each of these almond croissants has a flaky outer shell followed by soft pastry and a nutty almond filling. Ready 
proofed and egg washed so that you can simply bake straight from frozen. Just place on a baking tray and bake at 170 degrees for 16 minutes. 

Bridor I Frozen ready-to-prove butter croissants (60g) FRZ00004 150 pack 

These croissants are light, flaky and buttery. Keep frozen until ready to use, then prove and bake for fresh croissants. Proof for two hours at 28 degrees 
(humidity 80 degrees) and then leave to rest for 10 minutes. Glaze with egg and then bake at 180 degrees for 14-16 minutes. 

Bridor I Frozen ready-to-bake butter croissants (70g) FRZ00008 60 pack 

These croissants have the classic taste and texture - a flaky, buttery outer followed by a moist pastry inner with rich butter notes. Pre-proofed and 
egg washed so you can simply bake straight from the freezer. Just place on a tray and bake for 14-15 minutes at 175 degrees. 

Bridor I Frozen ready-to-bake cinnamon swirls (100g) FRZ00011 60 pack 

These cinnamon swirls have a crispy golden pastry texture which sits in perfect contrast to the subtly spicy cinnamon cream filling. Suitable for 
vegetarians and Halal certified. Simply bake from frozen at 190 degrees for 14-15 minutes. 

Bridor I Frozen ready-to-bake pain au chocolat (70g) FRZ00006 70 pack 

These frozen pain au chocolat (70 per pack) are made from pure butter puff pastry to give a crisp outer shell and a soft pastry inside. Filled with 
real chocolate for an intense chocolate flavour. Ready to bake from frozen. Just place on a tray in a 165 degree heat oven for 16 minutes. 

Bridor I Frozen ready-to-bake pain au raisin (110g) FRZ00007 60 pack 

Ready to bake from frozen, this pain au raisin has a crispy outer layer followed by a rich, buttery soft centre infused with creamy custard. Naturally 
sweet raisins are generously spread throughout to add texture and sweetness. 
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Frozen products 
Viennoiserie / pastries 

Title 

Sweet 

Bridor I Frozen ready-to-bake pain au raisin (110g) 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

FRZ00007 60 pack 

Ready to bake from frozen, this pain au raisin has a crispy outer layer followed by a rich, buttery soft centre infused with creamy custard. Naturally 
sweet raisins are generously spread throughout to add texture and sweetness. 

Bridor I Frozen ready-to-prove chocolate pastry twists (120g) FRZ0000S 65 pack 

These chocolate pastry twists are made with pure butter croissant dough then filled with confectioner's custard and chocolate chips. A crispy initial 
bite is followed by a creamy, buttery, sweet centre with a chocolate kick. Ready to bake after proving. 

Bridor I Pastel de nata FRZ00458 60 pack 

A crisp flaky butter pastry. Best served slightly warm but equally delicious served cold. Produced in a Portuguese bakery providing real authenticity 
and provenance. 

Dawn Foods I Frozen ready-to-bake apple turnovers FRZ00143 40 pack 

These frozen apple turnovers have a crispy pastry outer decorated with coarse sugar grains to add a sweet taste, golden colour and extra texture 
dimension. The crisp outer gives way to a fruity, sweet apple filling. 

Frozen vanilla slices FRZ00176 72 pack 

These vanilla slices are made from layers of flaky pastry, sandwiching a soft vanilla flavoured centre of cold custard and topped with a decorative 
white icing. 

Bridor I Ready to bake vanilla & hazelnut crown FRZ00471 48x90g 

An indulgent and vegan vanilla & hazelnut Danish crown made from good quality margarine from plant fats and rigorously selected ingredients. 

Bridor I Ready to bake chocolate twist FRZ00105 70x90g 

Made using an irresistible recipe for fine butter croissant dough, with the sweet taste of confectioner's custard and chocolate . 

Bridor I Ready to bake cocoa & hazelnut filled croissants FRZ00473 40x90g 

A beautiful, golden and glistening croissant with a generous size (90g) and a mouth-watering, meltingly smooth cocoa-hazelnut filling. 
A filling distributed throughout the croissant. A chocolate decoration, for an easily identifiable taste. Beautiful, consistent layers made using a 
pure-butter recipe. 

Bridor I Ready to bake cocoa & hazelnut filled bear paws FRZ00466 30x100g 

A Viennese pastry packed with sweetness, with a cocoa-hazelnut centre that will melt in your mouth. Smaller than the usual pastry, these are 
perfect for children alongside a hot chocolate. 

Bridor I Ready to bake fine butter apple turnovers FRZ00463 50x105g 

These frozen apple turnovers have a crispy pastry outer decorated with coarse sugar grains to add a sweet taste, golden colour and extra texture 
dimension. The crisp outer gives way to a fruity, sweet apple filling. Ready to bake from frozen for ultimate ease. 
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Title Sku Pack size Allergens 

Savoury 

Bridor I Ready to bake cheese & onion twists FRZ00467 70x90g 

A generous and creamy filling made up of onion and Emmental bechamel sauce and a white quinoa and nigella seed topping. 

Bridor I Ready to bake pizza twists FRZ00468 70x90g 

A soft filling made of tomatoes, Em mental, mushrooms and black olives and a brown flax topping for a crunchy twist. 

Minis 

Bridor I Ready to bake mini Danish sweet assortment FRZ00159 140 pack 

Comprising chocolate twists, cinnamon swirls, mini custards and mini cranberry twists. All with very generous and tasty fillings and a lovely golden 
puff pastry, for a very attractive look. 

Bridor I Ready to bake mixed mini Danish savoury assortment FRZ00476 225pack 

Comprising pizza swirls, cheese swirls and pesto swirls. All with very generous and tasty fillings and a lovely golden puff pastry, for a very 
attractive look. 

Bread 

Sweet 

Bridor I Frozen ready-to-bake parisian baguettes (280g) FRZ00175 25 pack 

A perfect for bakery, coffee shop, deli and brasserie style product. Best served slightly warm but equally delicious served cold. 

Countrystyle Foods I Frozen ready-to-bake 
demi-baguettes (125g) 

FRZ00162 50 pack 

Once baked, these frozen demi-baguettes have a crunchy, golden yellow crust with a soft and airy pale cream interior. Each demi-baguettes are 
approximately 27cm long. To prepare, bake from frozen for 10 -12 minutes at 210 degrees and then leave to rest at room temperature for 30 
minutes before serving. 
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Frozen products 
Pretzels 

80 

Ditsch 

Sku: FRZ00459 Pack size: 40 pack 

Swarbian style thaw 
& serve pretzels 

83g, fully Baked, approx 5.5'' 
diameter, ready to serve. Comes 

with a 140gm Salt Pack. 

Ditsch 

Sku: FRZ00462 Pack size: 36x175gm 

Pretzel burger bun 
Thaw & serve 

Pretzel Burger Bun, 80gm, 
presliced and fully baked. 

Ditsch 

Sku: FRZ00460 Pack size: 72 pack 

Pretzel football roll 
Thaw & serve 

Pretzel-Football Roll, 
prebaked. 

Ditsch 

Sku: FRZ00461 Pack size: 32 pack 

Pretzel baguette sandwich roll 
Thaw & serve 

Pretzel Baguette Roll 90gm, 
side sliced with hinge. 
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Donuts 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00454 

Vegan pink velvet doughnut (55g) 

A delicious combination of soft 
doughnut base, pink strawberry 

flavoured icing and white sugar strands 
made from all vegan ingredients. 

Country Style 

Sku: FRZ00044 Pack size: 80 pack 

Sugar glazed finger doughnuts 

80 soft finger doughnuts enrobed in 
a light sugar glaze. These doughnuts 

are delivered frozen so you can simply 
thaw and serve as needed. 

Dawn 

Sku: FRZ00446 Pack size: 36 pack 

Vegan glazed jam ball doughnuts 
Dawn Vegan Doughnuts filled with 
a raspberry flavoured apple jam are 

covered with non-sticky glaze, which 
guarantees bakers and caterers easier 

handling once thawed. 

Country Style 

Sku: FRZ00043 Pack size: 80 pack 

Ball doughnuts 

These frozen ball doughnuts are made 
with a soft dough and left plain so that 

you can add your own signature filling or 
coating. Simply thaw and use as needed. 

Country Style 

Sku: FRZ00457 Pack size: 80 pack 

Sugared ring doughnuts 

A case of 80 loose large sugared 
ring doughnuts. The doughnuts are 

sugared and are ideal for filling 
at point of sale. 

Dawn 

Sku: FRZ00445 Pack size: 36 pack 

Vegan glazed ring doughnuts 

Create unique and delicious 
doughnuts with your own 

fillings and toppings. 
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Country Style 

Sku: FRZ00391 Pack size: 80 pack 

Ball doughnuts filled with jam 

These frozen ball doughnuts are made 
with a soft dough then filled with a rich 

berry jam. Un-sugared so you can serve as 
is or add your own dusting. Simply thaw 

and serve as needed. 

Country Style 

Sku: FRZ00045 Pack size: 80 pack 

Unsugared ring doughnuts 

A case of 80 loose large ring doughnuts. 
The doughnuts are sold unsugared and 

are ideal for decorating, filling or 
finishing at point of sale. 

Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00099 Pack size: 36 pack 

Checca-nut doughnuts 

A premium soft ring doughnut filled 
with a smooth chocolate hazelnut sauce 
and decorated with chocolate hazelnut 
icing and chopped nuts. Chocca-Nut 

doughnuts are delivered frozen so you 
can simply thaw and serve as needed. 
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Frozen products 
Donuts 

Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00188 Pack size: 36 pack 

Cookie crush doughnuts 

A premium soft ring doughnut filled with a 
creamy vanilla flavoured filling then topped 
with white icing and cocoa cookie pieces. 

82 

These are delivered frozen so you can 
simply thaw and serve as needed. 

Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00447 Pack size: 36 pack 

Plain finger doughnuts 

These Dawn plain finger doughnuts 
are ready to thaw & serve. 

Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00187 Pack size: 36 pack 

Lovely lemon doughnuts 

A premium soft ring doughnut with 
a lemon flavoured filling and decorated 
with white icing and yellow sprinkles. 
These are delivered frozen so you can 

simply thaw and serve as needed. 

Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00443 Pack size: 100x24g 

Plain mini doughnuts 
These mini doughnuts are the perfect 

fit for todays busy bakery. Ready to 
sell after thawing for 60 minutes, 

they have the same rich taste 
as freshly baked doughnuts. 

Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00394 Pack size: 36 pack 

Plain berliner ball doughnuts 

These succulent yeast raised plain 
ball doughnuts are freshly made, fried 

and then frozen. Simply thaw, add 
your own signature filling or 
topping sugar then serve. 

Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00106 Pack size: 72 pack 

Plain ring doughnuts 
A premium ring doughnut with a 

soft texture which you can coat and 
decorate with your own signature finish. 
These frozen plain ring doughnuts are 

delivered frozen so you can simply 
thaw and serve as needed. 
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Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00393 Pack size: 36 pack 

Raspberry and 

cream twist doughnuts 

A premium soft ring doughnut double 
injected with a luxuriant raspberry and 
cream cheese filling. These doughnuts 
are delivered frozen so you can simply 

thaw and serve as needed. 

Sku: FRZ00048 Pack size: 24 pack 

Yum yums 

These frozen Yum Yums are 
made from layers of laminated 

doughnut and then glazed in sugar. 
Simply thawand serve. 

Sku: FRZ00100 Pack size: 36 pack 

Strawberry sprinkle doughnuts 

A premium soft ring doughnut filled 
with strawberry jam then coated in 

strawberry icing and generously sprinkled 
with multi-coloured sugar strands. These 

are delivered frozen so you can simply 
thaw and serve as needed. 
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Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00097 Pack size: 36 pack 

Triple chocolate doughnuts 

Premium frozen ring doughnuts filled 
with a rich chocolate flavoured cream 
and topped with chocolate flavoured 

icing and sprinkles. These are delivered 
frozen so you can simply thaw 

and serve as needed. 
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Frozen products 
Muffins 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00370 Pack size: 24 

Blueberry muffins 

These are beautifully moist with a, 
fruity blueberry flavour and real, 

blueberry pieces. Better still, they're 
as easy as can be. Simply 

thaw and serve. 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00455 Pack size: 36 

Vegan dark chocolate 
muffin (110g) 

Irresistibly indulgent chocolate 
muffin with Belgian dark chocolate 

chunks (15%) made from all 
vegan ingredients. 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00372 Pack size: 24 

Double chocolate muffins 

These double chocolate muffins 
are beautifully moist and crumbly 

with a rich chocolate flavour and real 
chocolate chunks. Better still, they're as 
easy as can be. Simply thaw and serve. 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00456 Pack size: 36 

Vegan truity blueberry 
muffin (110g) 

A delicious moist blueberry 
muffin with natural flavours and a 

crumble topping made from 
all vegan ingredients. 
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Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00371 Pack size: 24 

Lemon & poppy seed muffins 

These are soft and moist with, 
a refreshing lemon flavour and 

eye-catching poppy seed sprinkled 
dome. All that indulgence without 
any, artificial colours, sweeteners 

or preservatives. 
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Frozen products 
Tray bakes 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00103 Pack size: 60 pack 

Ready-to-bake Belgian milk 
chocolate chip flapjack 

These have a moist, chewy texture 
pleasantly contrasted by the coarser 

texture of oats and crunch of Belgian milk 
chocolate pieces. Made with real butterfat, 

they have a rich buttery, chocolate taste. 
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Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00027 Pack size: 2x650g 

Thaw-and-serve caramel slices 

Pre-portioned into 20 slices this 
caramel traybake has a crumble-in-the

mouth biscuit base topped with luxurious 
caramel and a rich chocolate coating. All 
that and easy too - just thaw and serve. 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00028 Pack size: 2x900g 

Thaw-and-serve tiffin traybake 

This is pre-portioned and fully baked 
so you can simply thaw and serve. 

Each tiffin is a delicious blend of 
crushed biscuit, cocoa powder 
and sultanas. Finished with a 

smoothchocolate coating. 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00104 Pack size: 4.8kg 

Ready-to-bake fruit flapjacks 

This can be baked from frozen to create 
60 individual portions. Each flapjack is 

packed with oats, sultanas, cranberries and 
sunflower seeds. Butter and syrup gives a 
chewy texture characteristic of flapjacks. 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00026 Pack size: 2x900g 

Thaw-and-serve granola slices 

Pre-portioned into 20 slices these 
granola traybakes are soft, chewy and 

full of flavour. Packed with sultanas, raisins, 
sunflower seeds, brown linseeds and 

pumpkin seeds. All that and easy too -
just thaw and serve. 

Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00189 Pack size: 2x1.35kg 

Thaw-and-serve brownie sheets 

These are made with real chocolate 
for a rich flavour. Pre-baked for ultimate 
convenience, all you need to do is thaw, 

decorate as desired and serve. Each 
case contains two 1.35kg sheets. 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00102 Pack size: 4.2kg 

Ready-to-bake triple 
chocolate shortbread 

A crumbly shortbread with rich white, 
milk and dark chocolate chunks. With no 
compromise on taste or texture. The case 

contains four slabs of shortbread and 
can be easily broken off after baking. 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00134 Pack size: 2x900g 

Thaw-and-serve 
rocky road traybake 

With digestive biscuit pieces, marshmallows, 
cherries and a chocolate topping. 

Full of texture and flavour. Pre-baked 
for ultimate convenience, all you 

need to do is thaw and serve. 
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Cookie dough & pucks 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00132 Pack size: 5Kg 

Chocolate chip cookie dough 

Versatile frozen cookie dough for creating 
sweet buttery flavoured choc chip cookies 

of any size. Simply defrost the pail and 
scoop & bake just the amount required. 

Cookie dough shelf life of 4 weeks 
refrigerated so no waste. 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00140 Pack size: 90 pack 

Ready-to-bake white chocolate 

cookie pucks (50g) 

These frozen, pre-portioned cookie pucks 
are ready to bake from frozen for minimum 

fuss and waste. The result is an American 
style soft and chewy cookie packed 

with white chocolate chips. 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00139 
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Pack size: 90 pack 
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Ready-to-bake double chocolate 

cookie pucks (50g) 

These frozen, pre-portioned cookie pucks 
are ready to bake from frozen for minimum 

fuss and waste. The result is an American 
style soft and chewy cookie packed with 

chocolate chips and a rich cocoa taste. 

Baker & Baker I Supreme 

Sku: FRZ00133 Pack size: 90 pack 

Ready-to-bake milk chocolate 

cookie pucks (50g) 

These frozen, pre-portioned cookie pucks 
are ready to bake from frozen for minimum 

fuss and waste. The result is an American 
style soft and chewy cookie packed 

with white chocolate chips. 
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Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00013 Pack size: 5Kg 
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Ready-to bake white chocolate 

chip cookie dough 

With real white chocolate pieces. Comes in 
a handy resealable tub so you can scoop 
out the desired amount, shape and then 

bake. Maximum convenience with no 
compromise on taste or texture. 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00453 Pack size: 96x80gm 

Vegan dark chocolate 

cookie pucks (80g) 

Deliciously indulgent dark chocolate 
cookie with 30% Chocolate pieces 

made from all vegan ingredients. 
These are ready to bake. 
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Frozen products 
Cookie dough & pucks 
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Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00141 Pack size: 40x107g 

Ready-to-bake large double 

chocolate cookie pucks 

Full of dark and milk chocolate 
chunks, these large double chocolate 
cookie pucks give a real wow factor. 

All that with the convenience of 
being able to bake from frozen. 

Dawn Foods I Scoop & Bake 

Sku: FRZ00395 Pack size: 4x2kg 

Chocolate chip cookie dough 

Just scoop out what you need, 
defrost, shape and bake. This lets your 
creativity run wild. Shape the dough in 
any shape you can imagine, add extra 

inclusions or mix with other doughs for 
interesting flavour combinations. 

Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00142 Pack size: 40x107g 

Ready-to-bake large white 

chocolate cookie pucks 

Full of smooth white Belgian chocolate 
chunks in a vanilla flavoured dough, these 

large white chocolate cookie pucks are 
indulgent. All that with the convenience 

of being able to bake from frozen. 

Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00034 Pack size: 100x80g 

Triple chocolate cookie puck 

These cookie pucks couple the rich taste 
of plain, milk and white Belgian chocolate 

pieces with the classic American chewy 
cookie texture. Better still, they can be 

baked from frozen for convenience 
and an enticing baking smell. 
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Frozen products 
Cookies thaw & serve

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00451 Pack size: 48 pack 

Milk chocolate 

baked cookie (72 g) 

Delicious cookie with a delicate 
butter taste and melt in the mouth 

Belgian chocolate chunks (30% Belgian 
Chocolate). Just thaw & serve. 

Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00191 Pack size: 48 pack 

Thaw-and-serve triple belgian 

chocolate cookies 

These re made with a chocolate 
dough and packed with white, plain 

and milk Belgian chocolate pieces. Simply 
thaw and serve for a chewy cookie 

in the classic American style. 

Baker & Baker 

Sku: FRZ00452 Pack size: 48 pack 

Triple chocolate 

baked cookie (72 g) 

Rich cocoa cookies with delicate butter 
taste, packed with milk, white and dark 
Belgian chocolate pieces. (28% Belgian 

Chocolate). Just thaw & serve. 
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Dawn Foods 

Sku: FRZ00035 Pack size: 48 pack 

Thaw-and-serve double Belgian 

chocolate chunk cookies 

These are made with a vanilla 
dough and packed with plain and 

milk Belgian chocolate pieces. Simply 
thaw and serve for a chewy cookie 

in the classic American style. 
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Frozen products 
Pastry 

Title 

Shells 

Dawn Foods I Crystal pastry shells (8.5cm) 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

FAT00121 81 pack 

These crisp sugar coated 8.5cm sweet puff pastry cases with a 'hand-made' rustic look give eye-catching results with speed and ease. Just fill with 
your signature filling and then serve. 

Pars Foods I Scotch pie lids FRZ00138 60 pack 

These frozen scotch pie lids are ready to defrost, pop on the top of our scotch pie shells and bake. They're approximately 9cm in diameter and once 
baked have the characteristic crisp but doughy texture of scotch pies. They come pre-dusted with rice flour. 

Pars Foods I Scotch pie shells FRZ00361 30 pack 

These frozen Scotch pie shells are ready to defrost, fill and bake. They hold fillings well without going soggy and result in a pie with a soft body 
and crispy rim. 

Rolls 

Pin It Pastry I Pastry roll (2mm) 

Pin It Pastry I Pastry roll (3mm) 

FRZ00301 

FRZ00266 

10kg 

10kg 

This frozen, pre-rolled puff pastry sheet is made using the 'French method' to give a more consistent lift. It is pre-rolled to 3mm so you can 
simply cut and bake, all with the peace of mind that it has been manufactured to the highest of standards using RSPO certified palm oil and 
non-hydrogenated fats. 

Pukka Pies I Puff pastry sheet on a roll 

Pukka Pies I Puff pastry sheet on a roll 

FRZ00066 

FRZ00068 

2x5kg 

2x10kg 

The gang at Pukka Pies have been baking pies since 1963 so know a thing or two about puff pastry. Made especially for professional bakers, each 
box contains of sheeted, unbaked white flour puff pastry. 
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Frozen products 
Pastry 

Title 

Sheets 

Pin It Pastry I 5 inch puff pastry square sheets 

Sku Pack size Allergens 

FRZ00378 96 pack 

This pack contains 96 frozen, five inch puff pastry squares made using the 'French method' to give a more consistent lift. Simply fill or drape then 
bake, all with the peace of mind that it has been manufactured to the highest of standards using RSPO certified palm oil and non-hydrogenated fats. 

Pin It Pastry I Puff pastry sheets FRZ00376 16 pack 

This pack contains 16 frozen, puff pastry sheets. Each sheet measures 580mm x 380mm and is 625gm. Simply remove the amount you require 
from the box to defrost. Product can then be used as a pie lid, sausage roll, a turnover or open tart. Then bake, all with the peace of mind that it 
has been manufactured to provide light, flaky puff pastry layers. 

Pukka Pies I Puff pastry sheets FRZ00067 20x1kg 

The gang at Pukka Pies have been baking pies since 1963 so know a thing or two about puff pastry. Made especially for professional bakers, each 
box contains 20 sheets of 1kg 

Block 

BFP I Puff pastry slab FRZ00193 2x5kg 

The pastry has a neutral flavour which lends itself to a wide range of puff pastry products, both savoury and sweet. The slabs have also been 
designed for use with pastry rolling equipment and are wrapped to keep them fresh during whilst stored and thawing. 

Pin It Pastry I Frozen puff pastry block 

Pin It Pastry I Frozen puff pastry block 

FRZ00448 

FRZ00449 

2x5kg 

4x1.5kg 

Pastry block can then be rolled out to required thickness and used as required. Larger block, perfect for use on a pastry sheeter, ideal for making 
sausage rolls and pie lids. Then bake, all with the peace of mind that it has been manufactured to provide light, flaky puff pastry layers. This pastry 
is made to the highest of standards using RSPO certified palm oil and non-hydrogenated fats. 

Pin It Pastry I Frozen shortcrust pastry block FRZ00450 4x1.5kg 

Pastry block can then be rolled out to required thickness and used as required. Perfect for lining tins to make pies, quiches or use as pie lids. 
This pastry is made to the highest of standards using RSPO certified palm oil and non-hydrogenated fats. 

Fruit & vegetables---------------------

Blueberries FRZ00050 5x1kg 

These frozen blueberries have sweet flavour and are perfect for recipes like frozen blueberry muffins. 

British raspberries FRZ00444 10kg 

These raspberries are picked and then Individually Quick Frozen (IQF). This process locks in freshness, prevents clumping together of the frozen 
raspberries and avoids any damage to the structure of the fruit. 

Dark sweet cherries FRZ00440 10kg 

These dark Ssweet cherries are picked and then Individually Quick Frozen (IQF). This process locks in freshness, prevents clumping together of 
the frozen cherries and avoids any damage to the structure of the fruit. 

Diced onion FRZ00052 10kg 

Save time and reduce waste. 

Strawberries FRZ00363 10x1kg 

These strawberries are picked and then Individually Quick Frozen (IQF). This process locks in freshness, prevents clumping together of the frozen 
strawberries and avoids any damage to the structure of the fruit. 
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Packaging and non food 
Cake cards & cake drums 

Round cake drums I Pack size: 5 pack 

These round cake drums (sometimes called cake boards) are refined and elegant giving a classy finish to your creations. A colored foil with 'fern' 
pattern. Half inch thickness says 'quality' and even heavy cakes don't buckle the board. Constructed to prevent warping so that cakes sit level and 

secure on the surface. Made in the UK to reduce your carbon footprint. Availble in a multitude of colours and sizes 

Round black Gold Pale blue Pale pink Silver 
cake drums cake drums cake drums cake drums cake drums 

Sku: SUN00677 10" Sku: SUN00689 10" Sku: SUN00674 10" Sku: SUN00683 10" Sku: SUN00664 8" 

Sku: SUN00678 12" Sku: SUN00690 12" Sku: SUN00675 12" Sku: SUN00684 12" Sku: SUN00665 10" 

Sku: SUN00679 14" Sku: SUN00691 14" Sku: SUN00676 14" Sku: SUN00685 14" Sku: SUN00044 12" 

Sku: SUN00667 14" 

Sku: SUN00668 16" 

Square cake drums I Pack size: 5 pack 

These square cake drums (sometimes called cake boards) are refined and elegant giving a classy finish to your creations. A colored foil with 'fern' 
pattern. Half inch thickness says 'quality' and even heavy cakes don't buckle the board. Constructed to prevent warping so that cakes sit level and 

secure on the surface. Made in the UK to reduce your carbon footprint. Availble in a multitude of colours and sizes 

Round black Gold Pale blue Pale pink Silver 
cake drums cake drums cake drums cake drums cake drums 

Sku: SUN00680 10" Sku: SUN00692 10" Sku: SUN00779 10" Sku: SUN00686 10" Sku: SUN00669 8" 

Sku: SUN00681 12" Sku: SUN00693 12" Sku: SUN00780 12" Sku: SUN00687 12" Sku: SUN00670 10" 

Sku: SUN00682 14" Sku: SUN00694 14" Sku: SUN00781 14" Sku: SUN00688 14" Sku: SUN00679 12" 

Sku: SUN00671 14"

Single thickness cake cards I Pack size: 25 pack 

These single thickness silver cake cards are perfect for displaying lighter cakes such as sponges or use the smaller 3- and 4-inch versions for 
individually served cupcakes, muffins or pastries. Single thick sturdy card for stability but in proportion to the cake style. Covered with 'fern' 

patterned silver foil to set off your creation at its best. Made in the UK to reduce your carbon footprint. Availble in a multitude of colours and sizes 

Round silver cake cards 

Sku: SUN00695 

Sku: SUN00696 

Sku: SUN00697 

3" 

4" 

8" 

Sku: SUN00698 10" 

Sku: SUN00699 12" 

Sku: SUN00700 14" 

Sku: SUN00701 

Sku: SUN00702 

Sku: SUN00703 

3" 

4" 

8" 
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Square silver cake cards 

Sku: SUN00704 10" 

Sku: SUN00705 12" 

Sku: SUN00706 14" 

Sku: SUN00707 16" 
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Packaging and non food 
Cake cards & cake drums 

Double thickness cake cards I Pack size: 10 pack 

Sturdier than standard cake card, these double thick silver cake cards are perfect for heavier cakes or as a separator between tiers on layered 
cakes. Stronger than standard cake cards but without the cost and bulk of a cake drum. Covered with 'fern' patterned silver foil to set off your 

creation at its best. Made in the UK to reduce your carbon footprint. Availble in a multitude of colours and sizes 

Round silver cake cards Square silver cake cards 

Sku: SUN00806 8" Sku: SUN00809 14" 

Sku: SUN00807 10" Sku: SUN00810 16" 

Sku: SUN00808 12" 

Sku: SUN00811 

Sku: SUN00812 

Sku: SUN00813 

Log cards I Pack size: 25 pack 

8" 

10" 

12" 

Sku: SUN00814 

Sku: SUN00815 

14" 

16" 

These rectangular silver foil cards are perfect for displaying log cakes, Swiss rolls and any other long cake. Single thick sturdycard for stability but in 
proportion to the cake style. Covered with fern patterned silver foil to set off your creation at its best. 

Silver rectangular log and Swiss roll card 

Sku: SUN00708 8x4 inch Sku: SUN00709 10x4 inch 

Cakes boxes & lids 

Cake boxes and lids I Pack size: 50 pack 

Convenient to store flat packed and quick to assemble when needed, these plain white cake boxes have the strength needed to hold cakes safely. 
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There are six sizes to choose from 8-, 10-, 12- and 14-inch boxes come in packs of 50 with the 16- and 18-inch boxes in packs of 25. 
Please note that lids to fit these boxes are sold separately. 

Cake box base Cake box lid 

Sku: SUN00720 8" 

Sku: SUN00724 10" 

Sku: SUN00726 12" 

Sku: SUN00728 14" 

Sku: SUN00730 16" 

Sku: SUN00732 18" 

Sku: SUN00721 8" 

Sku: SUN00725 10" 

Sku: SUN00727 12" 

Sku: SUN00729 14" 

Sku: SUN00731 16" 

Sku: SUN00733 18" 
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Sku: SUN00766 Pack size: 500 pack 

Cake slice boxes - Large 

Convenient to store flat packed 
and quick to assemble when needed, 

these cake box lids fit snugly and securely 
onto our range ofcake boxes. 

Sku: SUN00777 Pack size: 25 pack 

Cupcake box white 3" deep 
for 6 pieces 

These pre-constructed white boxes 
with a clear plastic display window show 
off your cupcakes and doughnuts to their 

best effect and let customers easily 
see what each pack holds. 

Sku: SUN00787 Pack size: 25 pack 

Cupcake box white 3" deep 
for 1 pieces 

A box with window to protect and display 
your homemade cupcakes or doughnuts. 

This box features a simple white cardboard 
design and makes a fantastic gift box . Flat 

packed for easy storage and assembly. 

Sku: SUN00778 Pack size: 100 pack 

Cupcake box white 4" deep 
for 2 pieces 

A box with window to protect and display 
your homemade cupcakes or doughnuts. 

This box features a simple white cardboard 
design and makes a fantastic gift box. Flat 

packed for easy storage and assembly. 
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Sku: SUN00776 Pack size: 25 pack 

Cupcake box white 3" deep 
for 12 pieces 

A box with window to protect and display 
your homemade cupcakes or doughnuts. 

This box features a simple white cardboard 
design and makes a fantastic gift box . Flat 

packed for easy storage and assembly. 

Sku: SUN00767 Pack size: 500 pack 

Individual cake slice box 

These boxes are designed to hold 
one individual slice of cake and perfect 
for takeaway. Made from brown kraft 
card for an artisan look and feel which 

saysquality. Easy to seal securely by simply 
insertingwings into snug pre-cut slots. 
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Packaging and non food 
Sandwich boxes 

Sku: SUN00765 Pack size: 250 pack 

Kratt large clamshell box 

These are perfect for single takeaway pies. 
Made from brown kraft card for an 

artisan look and feel which saysquality. 
Moisture resistant coating on interior 

prevents wetting and discolouring 
of box exterior. 

Sku: SUN00769 Pack size: 500 pack 

Sandwich box triple fill 
with window 

Brown kraft card box gives an artisan look 
and feel which saysquality. Clear front 

window lets customers browse easily and 
presents your sandwiches at their best. 

Bags 

Title 

Strung paper bags 

Sku: SUN00764 Pack size: 250 pack 

Kratt medium clamshell box 

These are perfect for single takeaway pies. 
Made from brown kraft card for an 

artisan look and feel which saysquality. 
Moisture resistant coating on interior 

prevents wetting and discolouring 
of box exterior. 

Sku: SUN00770 Pack size: 500 pack 

Sandwich box with window 

These are designed to hold two standard 
sandwich triangles. Moisture resistant 

coating on interior preventswetting and 
discolouring of box exterior. 

Sku 

DeeRfill 

Sku: SUN00768 Pack size: 500 pack 

Sandwich box deep fill 
with window 

These are environmentally friendly, stylish 
and easy to use. Comes flat packed for easy 

storage but can be easily constructed in 
seconds. Rear loading and easy to seal. 

Sku: SUN00771 Pack size: 500 pack 

Tortilla wrap box with window 

Box and window made from recycled 
materials and recyclable or commercially 

compostable. Top loading and easy 
to seal securely by simply insertingwing 

into snug pre-cut slot. 

Pack size 

White paper bags on string (33GSM) (10"x10") 

White paper bags on string (33GSM) (7"x7") 

SUN00635 

SUN00636 

1,000 pack 

1,000 pack 

These white paper bags are perfect for serving slices, biscuits and pastries. Bright white finish for a clean look. Linked together on a thin string so 
that they can be neatly hung front-of-house and individual bags easily removed when needed. 

White paper bags stronghold I 10"x10" SUN00003 1,000 pack 

High quality and economical food grade white strong paper bags. The bags are made from a strong 34 GSM white paper. 

White paper baguette bags on string (7x11x15") SUN00641 500 pack 

These paper bags are perfect for French bread sticks and other long breads. Linked together on a thin string so that they can be hung front-of
house and individual bags easily removed when needed. 
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Title Sku Pack size 

Unstrung paper bags 

Baguette/Sub sandwich kraft paper bag with window SUN00772 1,000 pack 

Linked together on a thin string so that they can be neatly hung front-of-house and individual bags easily removed when needed. 

Kraft effect paper cookie and bites bag with window SUN00773 250 pack 

These kraft effect bags are perfect for cookies, brownie and flapjack 'bites' or mini doughnuts. Perfect for holding around 10 standard cookies, 4 ball 
doughnuts or 20 brownie/flapjack 'bites' (218mm length x 108mm width x 75mm height). Brown kraft effect paper gives an artisan look and feel 
which says 'quality'. Plastic film coating on interior prevents 'wetting' and discolouring of bag exterior. 

Stronghold I White paper bags (215x215mm) 

33GSM to give durability and a quality feel. 

Greaseproof paper bags 

White greaseproof paper bags 6"x4" (38gsm) 

White greaseproof paper bags 7"x7" (38gsm) 

White greaseproof paper bags 8.5"x8.5" (38gsm) 

SUN00005 

SUN00632 

SUN00633 

SUN00634 

The greaseproof paper bags are perfect for holding greasy bakery products such as pies, sausage rolls and pasties. 

Film fronted bags 

Film fronted white bags unstrung 7"x7" 

Film fronted white bags unstrung 8.5"x8.5" 

Film fronted white bags unstrung 10"x10" 

SUN00637 

SUN00639 

SUN00640 

500 pack 

1,000 pack 

1,000 pack 

1,000 pack 

1,000 pack 

1,000 pack 

1,000 pack 

These bags are perfect for serving takeaway slices, pasties and pies. Clear film front shows off your creations. Greaseproof backing keeps the 
exterior clean and grease free. Made from high quality materials and securely bonded to prevent tearing. 

Foil lined bags 

Foil lined bags 7"x9"x8" 

Foil lined bags 7"x9"x12" 

SUN00631 

SUN00658 

These sturdy foil lined bags keep takeaway pies, slices, paninis and other hot goods warm for longer. 

Polythene clear 

Bread bags clear polythene (15x350x50) 

Bread bags clear polythene (200x250x50) 

Carrier bags 

Clear polythene bags 6x10x18" 

These robust polythene bags are perfect for packing a full loaf of bread. 

Lightweight (16 MU) 11x17x21" white carrier bags 

SUN00644 

SUN00645 

SUN00022 

SUN00652 

With a clean white finish these lightweight carrier bags are perfect for carrying lighter goods. 

Heavyweight (21 MU) 11x17x21" white carrier bags SUN00653 

With a clean white finish these heavyweight carrier bags are perfect for carrying heavier goods. 

Stronghold I Large white vest carrier bags SUN00021 

500 pack 

450 pack 

2000 pack 

2000 pack 

1000 pack 

1000 pack 

1000 pack 

2000 pack 

High quality High Density PE Carriers, manufactured from a high density polythene 17 micron thick. Packed in 20 sleeves of 100 pack. 
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Packaging and non food 
Baking cases 

Muffin Tulip Wrap I Pack size: 50 pack 

Add an extra style-factor to your muffins with these 'tulip' shaped, professional grade muffin wraps/cases. 80mm deep with a 50mm base to 
hold heartily sized muffins. Made from flexible but durable 45GSM paper for an elegant look without excessive bulging. Heat resistant and food 
safe so you can bake your muffin mixture directly in the wrap. Greaseproof inner allows for easy release and avoids a discoloured or greasy outer. 

Available in 10 colours and patterns to give variety to your displays and differentiate between flavours 
Stacked in a plastic sleeve for easy, hygienic storage. Manufactured in the UK keeping your carbon footprint low 

Black & silver 

Sku: SUN00743 

Orange 

Sku: SUN00741 

Black 

Sku: SUN00739 

Pink 

Sku: SUN00742 

Blue 

Sku: SUN00734 

Red & gold 

Sku: SUN00744 

Green 

Sku: SUN00740 

Red 

Sku: SUN00738 

Cupcake cases I Pack size: 500 pack 

Light pink 

Sku: SUN00735 

White 

Sku: SUN00736 

Add an extra style-factor to your cupcakes with these professional grade cupcake cases. Get the classic cupcake look -
48mm deep with a 32mm base and crimped finish. Made from flexible but durable 45GSM paper for elegance without bulging 

Available in 6 colours to give variety to your displays and differentiate between flavours. Heat resistant and food safe so you can bake your 
cupcake mixture directly in the wrap. Greaseproof inner allows for easy release and avoids a discoloured or greasy outer 

Stacked in a plastic sleeve for easy, hygienic storage. Manufactured in the UK keeping your carbon footprint low. 

Black Pink 

Sku: SUN00782 

Hot pink 

Sku: SUN00783 Sku: SUN00792 

Purple 

Sku: SUN00793 

Red 

Sku: SUN00795 

Blue 

Sku: SUN00785 
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Yellow 

Sku: SUN00793 
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Packaging and non food 
Clingfilm & loil 

Title 

Caterwrap I Professional grade aluminium catering foil 

Sku 

SUN00650 

Pack size 

6 pack 

Designed with the professional bakery in mind, this aluminium catering foil combines high quality, performance and value. Each box has a serrated 
edge to quickly cut foil to desired size minimising waste. 10.5 micron (mu) thickness gives flexibility but with durability and strength. Goes a long 
way - 300mm wide and 75 metres long. Fridge, freezer and oven safe. 100% recyclable. 

Caterwrap I Professional grade cling film SUN00649 6 pack 

Designed with the professional bakery in mind, this cling film combines high quality, performance and value. Rolls individually boxed for easy, hygienic 
storage even after opening. Each box has a serrated edge to quickly cut film to desired size minimising waste. Strong and durable, 
allowing film to be pulled tight without breaking. Goes a long way - 300mm wide and 300 metres long. Fridge, freezer and microwave safe. 

Foil trays 

Sku: SUN00660 Pack size: 1000 pack 

Aluminium plate foils 
174mm diameter x 16mm deep 

These are perfect for making shallow tarts 
or serving puddings. High quality food safe 

aluminium construction for flexibility and 
durability. Designed to distribute 
heat evenly for an optimum bake. 

Sku: SUN00816 Pack size: 400 pack 

Rectangular traybake aluminium foil 
273mm x 177mm x 30mm 

These are perfect for baking brownies, 
flapjacks, rocky road or any other traybake. 

High quality food safe aluminium construction 
for flexibility and durability. Designed to 

distribute heat evenly for an optimum bake. 
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Sku: SUN00761 Pack size: 2000 pack 

Oval aluminium pie foil 
124mm x 89mm x 30mm deep 

These oval aluminium foils give that classic 
look to your pies. High quality food safe 

aluminium construction for flexibility 
and durability. Designed to distribute 

heat evenly for an optimum bake. 

Sku: SUN00760 Pack size: 1000 pack 

Round aluminium foil dish 
112mm Wide x 34mm deep 

These aluminium foil dishes are perfect 
for a variety of creations. High quality food 
safe aluminium construction for flexibility 

and durability. Designed to distribute 
heat evenly for an optimum bake. 

Sku: SUN00657 Pack size: 2000 pack 

Pudding basin aluminium foil 
73mm Wide x 53mm deep 

These are perfect for small desserts, 
custards and puddings. High quality food 
safe aluminium construction for flexibility 

and durability. Designed to distribute 
heat evenly for an optimum bake. 
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Sku: SUN00656 Pack size: 3000 pack 

Round aluminium foil dish 

77mm wide x 31mm deep 

These aluminium foil dishes are perfect 
for a variety of creations. High quality food 
safe aluminium construction for flexibility 

and durability. Designed to distribute 
heat evenly for an optimum bake. 

Carriers & trays 

Sku: SUN00663 Pack size: 2600 pack 

Round aluminium foil dish 

80mm wide x 35mm deep 

These aluminium foil dishes are perfect 
for a variety of creations. High quality food 
safe aluminium construction for flexibility 

and durability. Designed to distribute 
heat evenly for an optimum bake. 

Cardboard I Pack size: 250 pack 

Sku: SUN00659 Pack size: 250 pack 

Square traybake aluminium foil 

239mm x 239mm x 35mm 

These are perfect for baking brownies, 
flapjacks, rocky road or any other traybake. 

High quality food safe aluminium construction 
for flexibility and durability. Designed to 

distribute heat evenly for an optimum bake. 

These cup carriers let your customers safely and easily transport hot beverages without any fear of spillage. 
Cup well flexes and then rebounds to hold a variety of cup sizes snugly and securely. 

Cardboard carrier for 2 cups 

Sku: SUN00774 

Cardboard carrier for 4 cups 

Sku: SUN00775 
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Packaging and non food 
Tapes & ties 

Title 

Bag Sealing Tape - Blue Vinyl 9mmx66m 

Bag Sealing Tape - Red Vinyl 9mmx66m 

Sku 

SUN00643 

SUN00643 

Pack size 

192 rolls 

192 rolls 

Available in blue or red these rolls of neck sealing tape are perfect for sealing plastic bread bags. Designed for use by hand or in a standard bag 
sealing tape dispenser (9mm tape width and 75mm cardboard inner diameter). 2cm non-adhesive 'starter tab' on each roll makes for easy 
insertion into dispenser. Glossy blue or red colour options let you differentiate between different bread styles or best fit your brand. 
Adhesiveness specially formulated so that your customers can easily open and reseal the bag multiple times. 66 metre individual roll length means 
it goes a long way with each roll sealing around 700-750 bags. 

Catering Disposables 

Absorbent Two Ply Paper Blue Roll (150 metres) SUN00024 6 Rolls 

Our blue roll fits into standard paper dispensers and with two-ply thickness is robust and absorbent. Each pack contains six 150 metre rolls. 

Piping bags 

Stronghold I Blue Piping Bags SUN00797 5x100 pack 

Professional quality, food grade disposable piping bags. Made with tough low density polyethylene plastic to avoid splits. 

Oven gloves 

Blue oven gloves/mitts MIS00440 25 pack 

The outer surface of these oven mitts is made of cotton and the interior of hessian to give a comfortable, flexible, heat resistant mitt to protect your hands. 

Hessian oven glove SUN00018 25 pack 

These hessian oven gloves are comfortable, easy to clean and, most importantly, offer great protection when handling hot trays. 
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Packaging and non food 
Parchment & paper

Title 

Silicone 

Abpac I siliconised greaseproof sheets 

Sku Sizes Sheets Reems 

SUN00569 18"x30" I 450x750mm 960 Single 

Use as a work surface, baking sheet or storage interleave. 'Leak free' with high levels of fat and grease resistance. Double sided, heat resistant. 

Euro I Packaging silicone paper SUN00646 18"x30" I 450x750mm 480 Single 

Coated in food-safe silicone on both sides this paper is completely non-stick and ideal for baking with sticky items such as sugar, cheese and butter. 

Ingham I Unbleached silicone baking paper SUN00017 18"x30" I 450x750mm 500 Double 

This is food safe and unbleached. Use it to provide a protective base between the baking tray and your bakes so that even sticky bakes glide off post-bake. 

Multibake I reusable white bleached silicone paper SUN00016 18"x30" I 450x750mm 480 Double 

An environmentally-friendly reusable baking paper. Manufactured from virgin fibre with high chemical purity and sourced from sustainable forests. 

Smith & Bateson I Unbleached silicone baking paper SUN00010 18"x30" I 450x750mm 500 Single 

This is food safe and unbleached. Use it to provide a protective base between the baking tray and your bakes so that even sticky bakes glide off post-bake. 

Greaseproof 

Ingham I White bleached greaseproof paper 36gsm 

This is perfect for wrapping food items and oily foodstuff. 

Paper 

SUN00008 19"x30" I 500x750mm 480 Single 

Euro I Packaging white newspaper offcut wrapping paper SUN00638 20"x30" I 508x762mm 10kg Single 

These rectangular sheets of white newspaper are perfect for wrapping bread, French loaves and other bakery goods in the traditional way. 

Ingham I Off white newspaper offcut wrapping paper SUN00817 20"x30" I 508x762mm 10kg Single 

Slightly off white newspaper offcuts for wrapping your goods in the traditional way. 
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